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LG5 U3 L1 

 

Time: 50 min 

Materials: LG5 U3 Courseware; Projector; Microphone; Speakers 

 

LG5 U3 Unit Objectives:  

1. Ss will be able to extend, accept or refuse invitations. 

2. Ss will be able to name and identify outdoor activities and equipment. 

3. Ss will be able to ask and answer WH and Y/N questions to express needs using will. 

4. Ss will be able to describe tomorrow’s weather. 

5. Ss will be able to distinguish between, pronounce words and read words with letters sk and sch. 

 

LG5 U3 Lesson 1 Objectives (ALL UNITS):   

1. To ensure that all Ss are familiar with the core language patterns of the Unit even if they haven’t had a chance to study it.  

2. To provide a regular coaching opportunity to help all Ss master how to study each of the lesson types in the unit, including oral repetition and 
recording and comparing.   

3. To provide a quick linguistic review of the unit content to prepare Ss for the 7 task-based communicative classes that will follow. 
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LG5 U3 L1 Activity Overview: 

Time 3’ 4’ 7’ 7’ 7’ 7’ 7’ 5’ 3’ 

Act. # & 
Type 

Greetings 1-Song 2-Conversation 3-Listening 
Practice  

4-Reading 
Practice 

5-Vocabulary  6-Grammar 7-Phonics 8-Game 

Act. Type Social Routines Teacher-Guided Courseware Review *Optional 

Target 
Language 

pizza 
cake 
riding a bicycle 
playing 
basketball 
nurse 
engineer 
wash the dishes 
sweep the floor 
a fever 
a headache 
tall 
pretty 

Weatherman, 
answer me, 
yes or no. 
Will it rain 
tomorrow? 
Will it snow? 
 

We’re going to 
go camping this 
weekend. 
What are you 
going to do? 
I don’t know. 
Nothing much. 
Would you like to 
go camping with 
us? 
Sure, I’d love to. 
But I have to ask 
my parents. 
Ok. You’ll need a 
sleeping bag and 
a pillow. 
Bring some 
clothes too. 
It’ll be cold at 
night. 
Ok.  
Thank you. 

This weekend 
they're going 
camping. 
They are 
watching the 
weather report. 
They need to 
plan what to 
take. 
They hope the 
weather will be 
good. 
They hope it 
won't rain or 
snow. 
They need to 
bring things, 
like sleeping 
bags. 
They need to 
bring warm 
clothes too, 
because it'll be 
cold at night. 

This weekend 
they're going 
camping. 
They are 
watching the 
weather report.  
They need to 
plan what to 
take.  
They hope it 
won’t rain or 
snow.  
They need to 
bring things, 
like sleeping 
bags.  
They need to 
bring warm 
clothes too, 
because it'll be 
cold at night. 

go camping 
a tent 
a flashlight 
play tennis 
a tennis ball 
a tennis racquet 
play baseball 
a mitt 
a baseball bat 
go bird watching 
binoculars 
a bird book 
go swimming 
a bathing suit 
a towel 
go fishing 
a fishing pole 
a bait 
go hiking 
a backpack 
hiking boots 
go canoeing 
a canoe 
a paddle 

Will she go fishing 
tomorrow? 
Yes, she will. /No, 
she won’t. 
Will they play 
tennis tomorrow? 
Yes, they will. / No, 
they won’t. 
 
Will he need a 
bathing suit? 
Yes, he will. / No, 
he won’t. 
 

sk 
skeleton 
skirt 
skunk 
sky 
skate 
skateboard 
The skeleton in the 
skirt is skating 
around the skunk. 
sch 
scholar 
school 
schedule 
schoolbag 
The scholars 
looked at the 
school schedule. 

a backpack 
binoculars 
a fishing pole 
a mitt 
a tennis 
racquet 
a paddle 
fishing 
tennis 
hiking 
canoeing 
baseball 
bird watching 
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LG5 U3 L1 – Greetings  3 min  

Objectives: Ss will be able to name some food, hobbies, jobs, responsibilities, illnesses and adjectives learned from the previous levels.  

Target Lang: pizza, cake, riding a bicycle, playing basketball, nurse, engineer, wash the dishes, sweep the floor, a fever, a headache, tall, pretty 

Materials: None 

Interaction: T-Ss; T-S; S-S 

ACTIVITY STEPS Teacher Talk Student Output 

1. Say words based on given categories. 

Instruct Ss to stand up.  

Point at Ss one at a time and have them say words 
(one word each S) based on the given categories. 

Have Ss, who failed to say correct words within 5 
counts, sit down. 

Continue the activity until the last student 
standing. Use the following additional categories: 

jobs 

responsibilities 

illnesses 

adjectives 

 

Everybody, stand up! 

(T randomly points at several Ss one at a time) 

What food do you like? 

 

(T randomly at several Ss one at a time) What do you 
like doing? 

S1: pizza 

S2: cake 

S3: noodles 

S4: chicken 

S5: salad 

S6: riding a bicycle 

S7: playing basketball 

S8: reading books 

S9: singing 

S10: going swimming 

… 

(Various words, depends on Ss) 
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LG5 U3 L1 – Activity 1: Song  4 min 

Objectives: Ss will be able to sing “The Weatherman Song” chorally. 

Target Lang: Weatherman, answer me, yes or no. / Will it rain tomorrow? / Will it snow?  

Materials: LG5 U3 Courseware—Song 

Interaction: C-Ss; T-Ss; Ss-Ss; S-S 

ACTIVITY STEPS Teacher Talk Student Output 

1. Sing “The Weatherman Song” with the 
Courseware 

Play LG5 U3 Courseware —Song.  

Have Ss sing the song with the Courseware. 
(Twice) 

 

Let’s sing “The Weatherman Song” 
together. 

Weatherman, answer me, yes or no. 

Will it rain tomorrow? 

Will it snow? 

Answer me, weather man, yes or no? 

Will it rain tomorrow? 

Will it snow?  

2. Sign the song along with the Courseware—in 2 
groups 

Divide the class in two groups.  

Have each group sing the song with Sam, one 
after the other. 

 

Group 1, sing along with Sam. 

Group 2, it’s your turn. 

Same as above. 

 

 

 

 

3. Sing the song without the Courseware—in pairs 

Pair Ss up to sing the song to the whole class. 

 Same as above. 

  

It’s good if T and Ss do appropriate actions 
along with the song.  

Tricks for controlling the Courseware:  

• Click the green arrow located at the lower left corner of the screen to 
replay the Song once the program continues to the Conversation Part. 

• Use the Pause button whenever needed. 
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LG5 U3 L1 – Activity 2: Conversation  7 min 

Objectives: Ss will be able to role play the Conversation from the Courseware.  

Target Lang: We’re going to go camping this weekend. / What are you going to do? / I don’t know. / Nothing much. / Would you like to go camping with us? / Sure, I’d 
love to. / But I have to ask my parents. / Ok. You’ll need a sleeping bag and a pillow. / Bring some clothes too. / It’ll be cold at night. / Ok. Thank you. 

Materials: LG5 U3 Courseware—Conversation 

Interaction: C-Ss; T-Ss; Ss-Ss 

ACTIVITY STEPS Teacher Talk Student Output 

1. Listen to the Conversation in the Courseware 

Play LG5 U3 Courseware —Conversation.  

Have the class listen to the whole Conversation without stopping 

Listen to the cats. 

 

 

 

2. Repeat the Conversation using the Courseware—whole class 

Pause after each sentence to have Ss repeat them. 

 

Let’s repeat each sentence together. 

 

Sam: We’re going to go camping this weekend. 
What are you going to do? 

Sue: I don’t know. Nothing much. 

Sam: Would you like to go camping with us? 

Sue: Sure, I’d love to. But I have to ask my parents. 

Sam: Ok. You’ll need a sleeping bag and a pillow. 

Eddy: Bring some warm clothes too. It’ll be cold at 
night. 

Sue: Ok. Thank you. 

3. Repeat the Conversation after the Courseware—in 3 groups 

Divide the class into three groups to repeat after Sam, Sue and Eddy.  

You are Sam. You are Sue. You are Eddy.  

Let’s repeat after the cats.  

Same as above. 
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4. Role play the Conversation without the Courseware—in 3 groups 

Have the three groups role play Sam, Sue and Eddy but without the 
Courseware.  

Then switch their roles to do it again. 

You are Sue. You are Eddy. You are Sam. Same as above. 

5. Practice role playing the Conversation—in groups of 3 Work in threes to role play the 
conversation of Sam, Sue and Eddy. 

Same as above. 

6. Present the Conversation to the class 

 

Show us your conversation. Same as above. 
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LG5 U3 L1 – Activity 3: Listening Practice  5 min 

Objectives: Ss will be able to listen and repeat after the Courseware, and answer the comprehension questions. 

Target Lang: This weekend they're going camping. / They are watching the weather report. / They need to plan what to take. / They hope the weather will be good. / 
They hope it won't rain or snow. / They need to bring things, like sleeping bags. / They need to bring warm clothes too, because it'll be cold at night. 

Materials: LG5 U3 Courseware—Listening Practice 

Interaction: C-Ss; T-Ss; Ss-Ss 

ACTIVITY STEPS Teacher Talk Student Output 

1. Listen to the Courseware and answer the comprehension 

questions 

Play LG5 U3 Courseware —Listening Practice. 

Have the class listen to the Listening part from beginning to end 
and answer the comprehension questions. 

 

 

 

 

Let’s listen to the Courseware. 

What are they watching? 

They are watching the weather report. 

What are they going to do this weekend? 

They’re going camping this weekend.  

Why do they need to bring warm clothes? 

They’ll need warm clothes because it’ll be cold at night.  

Why are they watching the weather report? 

They need to plan what to take. 

What kind of weather are they hoping for? 

They hope the weather will be good.  

When are they going camping? 

They are going camping this weekend. 

The Comprehension Check will appear after several sentences in the 
Listening Part. Questions might be in different order each time. 
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2. Repeat after the Courseware—in 2 groups 

Divide Ss in two groups. Have the first group repeat after the 
Courseware.  

Switch roles. 

 

 

Group 1, repeat after the 
courseware. 

Group 2, repeat after the 
courseware. 

 

 

 

 

 

This weekend they're going camping. They are watching the 
weather report. They need to plan what to take. They hope 
the weather will be good. They hope it won't rain or snow. 
They need to bring things, like sleeping bags. They need to 
bring warm clothes too, because it'll be cold at night. 

 

  

Tricks for controlling the courseware:  

• Click the green arrow in the lower left corner of the screen to go 
back to the Listening Part once the program jumps to the Reading 
Part. 

• Use the Pause button whenever needed. 
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LG5 U3 L1 – Activity 4: Reading Practice  6 min 

Objectives: Ss will be able to read and repeat after the Courseware. 

Target Lang: This weekend they're going camping. / They are watching the weather report. / They need to plan what to take. / They hope it won’t rain or snow. / They 
need to bring things, like sleeping bags. / They need to bring warm clothes too, because it'll be cold at night. 

Materials: LG5 U3 Courseware—Reading Practice 

Interaction: C-Ss; T-Ss; Ss-Ss; S-S 

ACTIVITY STEPS Teacher Talk Student Output 

1. Listen to the Courseware 
Play LG5 U3 Courseware —Reading Practice. 
Have the class listen to the Reading part from beginning 
to the end. 

Let’s listen. 
 

 

2. Repeat after the Courseware—whole class 
Have the class listen, read, and record each sentence. 
Pause after each sentence to have Ss read and record it. 

 

Let’s listen, read, and record each sentence. 

This weekend they're going camping. They are watching 
the weather report. They need to plan what to take. They 
hope it won’t rain or snow. They need to bring things, like 
sleeping bags. They need to bring warm clothes too, 
because it'll be cold at night. 

3. Repeat the sentences in different order—in 2 groups 
Divide Ss in two groups.  
Have both groups take turns repeating the sentences in 
different order. 

 

Group 1, repeat the sentences. 
 
 
Group 2, your turn. 

They need to plan what to take. 

This weekend they're going camping. 

They need to bring warm clothes too, because it'll be cold 
at night. 

They hope it won’t rain or snow. 

They are watching the weather report. 

They need to bring things, like sleeping bags. 

4. Read the sentences—in pairs Work with your partner to practice reading the 
sentences. 

Same as above. 

The Speaker button may be used several times 
to listen to the sentences. 
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Pair Ss up to practice reading. 

5. Invite a few pairs to read S1 and S2, please read it to the whole class.  

S3 and S4. 

Same as above. 
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LG5 U3 L1 – Activity 5: Vocabulary  7 min 

Objectives: Ss will be able to name outdoor activities and equipment. 

Target Lang: go camping, a tent, a flashlight, play tennis, a tennis ball, a tennis racquet, play baseball, a mitt, a baseball bat, go bird watching, binoculars, a bird book, 
go swimming , a bathing suit, a towel, go fishing, a fishing pole, a bait, go hiking, a backpack, hiking boots, go canoeing, a canoe, a paddle 

Materials: LG5 U3 Courseware—Vocabulary 

Interaction: C-Ss; T-Ss; Ss-Ss 

ACTIVITY STEPS Teacher Talk Student Output 

1. Practice saying the first 12 phrases in the Vocabulary Lesson 

Play LG5 U3 Courseware —Vocabulary, Screen 1. 

Ask 8 Ss in front to click on the 8 phrases and have the whole class 
repeat each word and sentence twice. 

 

Let’s repeat the phrases. 

go camping, a tent, a flashlight 

play tennis, a tennis ball, a tennis racquet 

play baseball, a mitt, a baseball bat 

go bird watching, binoculars, a bird book  

2. Practice saying the next 12 phrases in the Vocabulary Lesson  

Play LG5 U3 Courseware —Vocabulary, Screen 2. 

Ask 12 Ss in front to click on the 8 phrases and have the whole class 
repeat each word and sentence twice. 

Let’s repeat the phrases. go swimming , a bathing suit, a towel 

go fishing, a fishing pole, a bait 

go hiking, a backpack, hiking boots 

go canoeing, a canoe, a paddle 

3. Record the phrases in the Vocabulary Lesson—whole class 

Play LG5 U3 Courseware —Vocabulary, Screen 3.  

Have Ss record the phrases and sentences in chorus, one after the 
other. 
 

 

 

Your turn! Same as above. 
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4. Match the pictures and the phrases—in 2 groups 

Play LG5 U3 Courseware —Vocabulary, Screen 4. 

Divide the class into 2 groups:  Group A – the box on the left and 
Group B –the box on the right.  
If the correct answer is in the left box, Group A should stand up and 
say the word. 
If the correct answer is in the right box, Group B should stand up and 
say the word. 
 If a group makes a mistake, have them sing “The Weatherman Song”. 

 

 

You are group A/B. This is your box.  

Once the correct answer shows in 
your box, stand up and say the correct 
phrase.  

If you make mistakes, you have to 
sing “The Weatherman Song”. 

Same as above. 
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LG5 U3 L1 – Activity 6: Grammar  7 min 

Objectives: Ss will be able to ask Y/N (Will) questions and answers about future activities. 

Target Lang: Will she go fishing tomorrow? / Yes, she will. /No, she won’t. / Will they play tennis tomorrow? / Yes, they will. / No, they won’t. / Will he need a bathing 
suit? / Yes, he will. / No, he won’t.  

Materials: LG5 U3 Courseware—Grammar 

Interaction: C-Ss; T-Ss; S-Ss 

ACTIVITY STEPS Teacher Talk Student Output 

1. Repeat the Y/N questions and answers in Grammar 

Play LG5 U3 Courseware —Grammar, Screen 1.  

Have the whole class repeat each question. Invite Ss one 
after the other to the front to click on the words and 
then have the whole class answer.. 

  

 

Let’s repeat the question. / What’s the question? 
S1, click on the answers. 
Let’s repeat. / What’s the answer?  
 
Next question. 
S2, click on the answers. 
Everyone. 

Will he go swimming tomorrow? 

Yes, he will. He’ll need a bathing suit and a towel. 

Will she go bird watching tomorrow? 

No, she won’t. She’ll play baseball. 

Will they play tennis tomorrow? 

Yes, they will. They’ll need tennis rackets. 

Will they play tennis tomorrow? 

No. they won’t. They’ll go bird watching. 

2. Answer the Y/N questions from the Grammar—whole 
class 

Play LG5 U3 Courseware —Grammar, Screen 2.  

Have Ss listen to and repeat the questions in chorus, 
then answer in complete sentences. 

Yes or no? Will he go camping? 

Yes, he will. 

Will she need a flashlight? 

No, she won’t. 

Will they need binoculars? 

Yes, they will. 

Will they go bird watching? 
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No, they won’t. 

3. Practice the sentences 

Play LG5 U3 Courseware — Grammar, Screen 3, 
Sentence Practice.  

Have the class repeat the first question. Move the words 
to the correct places to form the first sentence and have 
the whole class read it. 
Invite 4 Ss one by one to come to the front to move the 
words to the right places.  

Have the whole class read the sentence. 

 

Repeat the question.(Press the Pause button) 
As I move the words, please read the sentence.  
S1, can you try? 
Everyone. 
S2. 
... 

What will he need if he goes camping? 

If he goes camping, he’ll need a flashlight. 

 

No, they won’t go camping tomorrow. 

He’ll need warm clothes. 

No, he won’t play tennis tomorrow. 

If she goes fishing, she’ll need a fishing pole. 

No, she won’t go fishing tomorrow. 

She’ll need a fishing pole. 

He’ll need a bathing suit and a towel. 

She’ll go fishing. 
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LG5 U3 L1 – Activity 7: Phonics  5 min 

Objectives: Ss will be able to demonstrate proper pronunciation and recognize the differences between words with sk and sch. 

Target Lang: sk, skeleton, skirt, skunk, sky, skate, skateboard / The skeleton in the skirt is skating around the skunk. / sch, scholar, school, schedule, schoolbag / The 
scholars looked at the school schedule. 

Materials: LG5 U3 Courseware—Phonics 

Interaction: C-Ss; T-Ss 

ACTIVITY STEPS Teacher Talk Student Output 

1. Review Phonics Lesson in the Courseware 

Play LG5 U3 Courseware —Phonics, Screen 1.  

Click on each picture to listen to the associated words and 
sentences. 

 

Let’s listen carefully. 

 

2. Identify words with sk and sch—in 2 groups 

Play LG5 U3 Courseware —Phonics, Screen 2. 

Divide Ss into two groups.  

If the word or picture is with sk, Group 1 should stand, say the word, 
and stamp their feet once. 
If the word or picture is with sch, Group 2 should stand, say the 
word, and clap once. 
If a group makes a mistake they have to sing “The Weatherman 
Song” 

In 2 groups.  
Group 1 – if the picture or word is with sk, stand up, 
say the word, and stomp your feet. 
Group 2 – if the picture or word is with sch, stand up, 
say the word, and clap once.  
If your answer is wrong, you have sing “The 
Weatherman Song”. 

 

 

skeleton, skirt, skunk, sky, skate, skateboard 
scholar, school, schedule, schoolbag 

3. Spell the words 

Play LG5 U3 Courseware —Phonics, Screen 2. 

Move the letters to the correct place; have the whole class say the 
word. 

Invite 4 Ss one by one to come to the front to move the letters to 

Let’s repeat. (Move the letters to the correct place.) 
S1, you have a try.  
S2… 

skeleton 

scholar 

skunk 

schedule 

sky The Spelling Practice will only appear after 
completing the activity on Screen 2.   
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the correct place. Have the whole class read the word. 

4. Repeat Phonics words and sentences after the Courseware— 

whole class 

Return to LG5 U3 Courseware —Phonics, Screen 1.  

Click on the words one by one and have Ss repeat the words and 
sentences. 

 

Let’s repeat the words and sentences.  

skeleton, skirt, skunk 

The skeleton in the skirt is skating around 
the skunk. 

scholar, school, schedule 

The scholars looked at the school schedule. 

5. Record the words and sentences with sk and sch—in groups 

Have Ss in groups of 5-6 record in chorus.  

 

 

Let’s see which group can say the words and 
sentences properly. 

Same as above. 

 

  

To record, click on the Microphone icon. To play back, click on 
Headphone icon. 
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LG5 U3 L1 – Activity 8: Game (*Optional)  3 min   

Objectives: Ss will be able to name and match outdoor activities and equipment.  

Target Lang: a backpack, binoculars, a fishing pole, a mitt, a tennis racquet, a paddle, fishing, tennis, hiking, canoeing, baseball, bird watching 

Materials: LG5 U3 Courseware—Game 

Interaction: C-Ss; T-Ss 

ACTIVITY STEPS Teacher Talk Student Output 

1. Match outdoor activities and equipment 

Play LG5 U3 Courseware —Concentration Games.  

Invite Ss one by one to match the pictures.  

Have other Ss repeat the words and sentences. 

S1, click the picture on the left and match it with the 
picture on the right. 

Let’s repeat the words and sentences. 

a backpack 

binoculars 

a fishing pole 

a mitt 

a tennis racquet 

a paddle 

fishing 

tennis 

hiking 

canoeing 

baseball 

bird watching  
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LG5 U3 L2 
 

Time: 50 min  

Materials: LG5 U3 L2 PPT; Projector; Courseware 

 

LG5 U3 Unit Objectives:  

1. Ss will be able to extend, accept or refuse invitations. 

2. Ss will be able to name and identify outdoor activities and equipment. 

3. Ss will be able to ask and answer WH and Y/N questions to express needs using will. 

4. Ss will be able to describe tomorrow’s weather. 

5. Ss will be able to distinguish between, pronounce words and read words with letters sk and sch. 

 

LG5 U3 Lesson 2 Objectives:  

1. Ss will be able to identify and match pictures with sk and sch words  

2. Ss will be able to role play a conversation to talk about future plans.  

3. Ss will be able to name, identify and describe outdoor activities in the past using the –ing form of the verb. 

4. Ss will be able to ask and answer WH (What) and Y/N (Will) questions about future activities.  
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LG5 U3 L2 Activity Overview: 

Time 3’ 6’ 9’ 6’ 5’ 10’ 8’ 3’ 

Act. # Type Warm Up R-Activity 1 R-Activity 2 PR-Activity 3 ML-Activity 4 R&E-Activity 5 R&E-Activity 6 Wrap Up 

Name & 
Description of 

Activity 

“The Weatherman 
Song” 

Sk-Sky; Sch- 
School 

* Identifying 
and Matching 
Pictures with 

sk and sch 
Words 

We’re going to go 
camping!  

* Role Playing a 
Conversation to 

Talk about Future 
Plans 

What were they 
doing? 

* Naming, 
Identifying, and 

Describing 
Outdoor 
Activities 

1, 2, 3, STOP! 
* Acting Out and 

Describing 
Indoor and 

Outdoor 
Activities 

What will they do 
tomorrow?  

* Asking and Answering 
WH Questions about 

Future Activities 

Will They…?  
* Asking and 

Answering Y/N 
Questions about the 

Cats’ Future 
Activities 

Future Activities  

Target 
Language 

Weatherman, 
answer me, yes or 
no? 
Will it rain 
tomorrow? 
Will it snow? 
 

sk 
skeleton 
skirt 
skunk 
sky 
skate 
skateboard 
sch 
scholar 
school 
schedule 
schoolbag 

We’re going to go 
camping this 
weekend. 
What are you going 
to do? 
I don’t know. 
Nothing much. 
Would you like to go 
camping with us? 
Sure, I’d love to. 
But I have to ask my 
parents. 
Ok. You’ll need a 
sleeping bag and a 
pillow. 
Bring some warm 
clothes too. 
It’ll be cold at night. 
Ok. Thank you. 

roller-skating 
hiking 
skateboarding 
taking pictures 
chasing 
butterflies 
picking up trash 
feeding the ducks 
playing catch 
 
He was chasing 
butterflies. 
She was feeding 
the ducks. 
They were 
playing tag. 

play baseball 
play with a yo-yo 
She was 
sweeping the 
floor. 
He was flying a 
kite. 

go camping 
go swimming 
go fishing 
play tennis 
play baseball 
go hiking 
go canoeing 
go bird watching 
What will she do 
tomorrow? 
She will go swimming 
tomorrow. 
What will he do 
tomorrow? 
He will go fishing 
tomorrow. 
What will they do 
tomorrow? 
They will go camping 
tomorrow. 
I’m going to go 
swimming and go bike 
riding tomorrow. 

Will Sam go 
swimming 
tomorrow? 
Will Sam’s sister play 
baseball tomorrow? 
Yes, she will. 
Will Sue and Mimi 
go fishing 
tomorrow? 
Yes, they will. 
No, they won’t. They 
will play tennis 
tomorrow. 
True! 
False! 

He will go hiking 
tomorrow. 
She will play 
baseball 
tomorrow. 
They will play 
tennis tomorrow. 
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LG5 U3 L2 – Warm Up: “The Weatherman Song”  3 min  

Objectives: Ss will be able to sing “The Weatherman Song” chorally. 

Target Lang: Weatherman, answer me, yes or no? / Will it rain tomorrow? / Will it snow?  

Materials: LG5 U3 Courseware — Song 

Interaction: C-Ss; T-Ss; Ss-Ss 

ACTIVITY STEPS Teacher Talk Student Output 

1. Sing the unit song with the Courseware 
Play LG5 U3 Courseware —Song.  
Have Ss sing along with the Courseware. 

 

 
Sing along with Sam. 

 
Weatherman, answer me, yes or no? 
Will it rain tomorrow? 
Will it snow? 
Answer me, weatherman, yes or no? 
Will it rain tomorrow? 
Will it snow? 

2. Practice Q & As about the song and themselves 

Ask questions about Sam, Eddy and Sue. 

 

 

 

Ask the same questions to individual Ss and have them talk about 
what they are doing. 

Who are they? 
How many cats are there? 
Where are they? 
What are they doing? 
What do they have? 
 
Where are you?     
What are you doing? 
What do you have? 
… 

They are Sam, Eddy and Sue. 
There are 3 cats. 
They are at home. 
They are watching the weather report. 
They have a tent, a flashlight and a fishing pole. 
 
S1: We are in the classroom.      
S2: I’m listening to the teacher. 
S3: I have bag, books and pens. 
… 
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LG5 U3 L2 – Activity 1: Sk- Sky; Sch- School (R: Identifying and Matching Pictures with sk and sch Words)  6 min  

Objectives: Ss will be able to identify and match pictures with sk and sch words. 

Target Lang: sk: skeleton, skirt, skunk, sky, skate, skateboard; sch: scholar, school, schoolbag, schedule 

Materials: LG5 U3 L2 PPT – Slide 2 

Interaction: T-Ss, S-S  

ACTIVITY STEPS Teacher Talk Student Output 

1. Elicit words with sch and sk 
Have Ss say words with sch and sk. 

 
What are the words with sch? 
What are the words with sk? 

 
schedule, school, schoolbag, scholar 
skeleton, skunk, skirt, skate, sky, skate 

2. Name the pictures with sk and sch words—in 2 groups 
Show LG5 U3 L2 PPT — Slide 2. 
Divide the class in 2 groups. 
Randomly point at the pictures one at a time. 
Instruct Group 1 to stand up and name the picture if the 
word starts with sch and have Group 2 do the same for 
pictures with sk words. 
Have both groups switch roles. 

 
You are group 1 and 2. 
Group 1, stand up and name the picture with sch 
word.  
Group 2, pictures with sk words. 
(Randomly point at the pictures.) 
Switch roles. 

 
 
G1: schedule, school, schoolbag, scholar 
 
G2: skeleton, skunk, skirt, skate, sky, skate 
 
 
G2: schedule, school, schoolbag, scholar 
G1: skeleton, skunk, skirt, skate, sky, skate 

3. Do sound picture matching dictation--individually 
Have Ss write the numbers 1-10 on a piece of paper. 
Read the number and the words as indicated under Teacher 
Talk. Have Ss write the letter of the correct picture next to 
the number on their paper. 

Write numbers 1-10. 
Now, write the letter of the word you hear. 
1. sky    6. school 
2. schoolbag      7. skate 
3. skeleton 8. schedule 
4. skirt 9. skateboard 
5. scholar        10. skunk 

 

4. Confirm answer to dictation 
Have Ss orally confirm their answers to Step 1. 

 
What letter was # 1? What’s the word? 

1.  i  sky 
2.  c  schoolbag 
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3.  e  skeleton 
4.  g  skirt 
5.  d  scholar 
6.  b  school 
7.  j  skate 
8.  a  schedule 
9.  h  skateboard 
10.  f  skunk 
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LG5 U3 L2 – Activity 2: We’re going to go camping! (R: Role Playing a Conversation to Talk about Future Plans)  9 min  

Objectives: Ss will be able to role play a conversation to talk about future plans.  

Target Lang: We’re going to go camping this weekend. / What are you going to do? / I don’t know. / Nothing much. / Would you like to go camping 
with us? / Sure, I’d love to. / But I have to ask my parents. / Ok. You’ll need a sleeping bag and a pillow. / Bring some warm clothes too. 
/ It’ll be cold at night. / Ok. Thank you. 

Materials: LG5 U3 Courseware – Conversation; LG5 U3 L2 PPT—Slides 3~4 

Interaction: C-Ss; T-Ss, Ss-Ss 

ACTIVITY STEPS Teacher Talk Student Output 

1. Review Courseware Conversation 
Play LG5 U3 Courseware – Conversation. 
Have the whole class repeat the conversation, sentence by sentence.  

 
Repeat after the courseware. 

 
Sam: We’re going to go camping this weekend. What are you 

going to do? 
Sue: I don’t know. Nothing much. 
Sam: Would you like to go camping with us? 
Sue: Sure, I’d love to. But I have to ask my parents. 
Sam: Ok. You’ll need a sleeping bag and a pillow. 
Eddy: Bring some warm clothes too. It’ll be cold at night. 
Sue: Ok. Thank you! 

2. Elicit WH Q&As about Sam, Sue and Eddy’s conversation — whole 
class 
Show LG5 U3 L2 PPT — Slide 3. 
Write a question mark and a full stop sign on the board to do silent 
elicitation.  
Point at Sam, Eddy and Sue and then the question mark to elicit a 
sample ‘who’ question. 
Cover the living room; point at the cats and the question mark to elicit 
a sample ‘where’ question. 
Cover the picture of “watching the weather report”; point at the cats 
and the question mark to elicit a sample ‘what’ question. 
Cover the thermometer and “night” and then point at the question to 
elicit a sample Y/N (Will) question. 

 
 
 
 
Question? 
Answer? 

 
 
 
 
Who are they? 
They are Sam, Eddy and Sue. 
Where are they? 
They’re in the living room. 
What are they doing? 
They are watching the weather report. 
Will it be cold at night? 
Yes, it will. 

Tricks for controlling the courseware:  

• Click green arrow in the lower right corner of the screen to go to the Conversation Part 
after program opens. 

• Use the Pause button whenever needed  
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Keep doing elicitation in the same way. 

3. Role play the conversation using picture prompts — in 3 groups 
Show LG5 U3 L2 PPT — Slide 4. 
Divide the class into three groups; assign the characters to each 
group. 
CLICK (7x) to show the picture prompts one at a time. 
Have Ss role play the conversation of the cats based on the picture 
prompts. 
 
Switch roles to do it again.   

 
You are Sam. 
You are Sue. 
You are Eddy.  
Role play the conversation based 
on the pictures. 

 
 
Sam: We’re going to go camping this weekend. What are you 

going to do? 
Sue: I don’t know. Nothing much. 
Sam: Would you like to go camping with us? 
Sue: Sure, I’d love to. But I have to ask my parents. 
Sam: Ok. You’ll need a sleeping bag and a pillow. 
Eddy: Bring some warm clothes too. It’ll be cold at night. 
Sue: Ok. Thank you! 

4. Role play the Conversation — in groups of 3 
CLICK to make the pictures disappear. 
Have Ss work in threes to role play the conversation of the cats. 
 
Have Ss prepare from a class presentation. 

 
Work in threes to role play the 
conversation. 
 
Prepare to present in class. 

Same as above 

5. Present in class 
Invite several groups to present the conversation in class. 

 
Show your conversation to the 
class. 

S1: We’re going to go camping this weekend. What are you 
going to do? 
S2: I don’t know. Nothing much. 
S1: Would you like to go camping with us? 
S2: Sure, I’d love to. But I have to ask my parents. 
S1: Ok. You’ll need a sleeping bag and a pillow. 
S3: Bring some warm clothes too. It’ll be cold at night. 
S2: Ok. Thank you! 
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LG5 U3 L2 – Activity 3: What were they doing? (PR: Naming, Identifying, and Describing Outdoor Activities)  6 min 

Objectives: Ss will be able to name, identify and describe outdoor activities in the past using the –ing form of the verb. 

Target Lang: roller-skating, hiking, skateboarding, taking pictures, chasing butterflies, picking up trash, feeding the ducks, playing catch, He was chasing butterflies. / 
She was feeding the ducks. / They were playing tag.  

Materials: LG5 U3 L2 PPT — Slide 5 

Interaction: T-Ss; Ss-Ss 

ACTIVITY STEPS Teacher Talk Student Output 

1. Elicit outdoor activities 
Have Ss name activities that they like doing outside.  

 
What do you like to doing when  
you’re outside? 

 
playing basketball, bike riding, going fishing, going hiking, ice skating, 
playing volleyball, playing tennis 
… 

2. Name the pictures 
Show LG5 U3 L2 PPT — Slide 5. 
Randomly say the letters and have Ss name the 
pictures one at a time. 

 
Name the pictures with the letters I 
mention. 
g 
h 
a 
c 
e 
d 
f 
b 

 
 
 
roller-skating 
hiking 
skateboarding 
taking pictures 
chasing butterflies 
picking up trash 
feeding the ducks 
playing catch 

3. Elicit answers based on the pictures 
CLICK to show a picture. 
Ask “What was he/she/were they doing?” to have Ss 
repeat the sentence. 
Do the same procedure for the second time. 

 
What was he doing? 
 
What were they doing? 

 
He was chasing butterflies. 
 
They were playing tag. 
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4. Describe the activities in the picture — in 2 groups 
Divide the class in 2 and assign the boxes (i.e. group 
1 – orange box; group 2- green box). 
CLICK to show the pictures one at a time. 
Have Ss describe the activities on each picture. 

Group 1, the orange box is for you. 
Group 2, the green box is yours. 
 
What were they doing? 

 
G1: They were playing catch. 
                               G2: She was feeding the ducks. 
G1: He was skateboarding. 
                               G2: He was skateboarding. 
                               G2: He was taking pictures. 
G1: They were hiking. 
G1: He was picking up trash. 
G1: He was taking pictures. 
                               G2: She was roller-skating. 
                               G2: She was roller-skating. 
G1: He was chasing butterflies. 
                               G2: They were playing tag. 
                               G2: They were playing catch. 
G1: She was feeding the ducks. 
                               G2: He was skateboarding. 
G1: He was skateboarding. 
G1: He was taking pictures. 
                               G2: They were hiking. 
                               G2: He was picking up trash. 
                               G2: He was taking pictures. 
G1: She was roller-skating. 
G1: She was roller-skating. 
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LG5 U3 L2 – Activity 4: 1, 2, 3, STOP! (ML: Acting Out and Describing Indoor and Outdoor Activities)  5 min  

Objectives: Ss will be able to act out and describe indoor and outdoor activities. 

Target Lang: play baseball, play with a yo-yo, She was sweeping the floor. / He was flying a kite. 

Materials: None 

Interaction: T-Ss; T-S 

ACTIVITY STEPS Teacher Talk Student Output 

1. Act out activities 
Say several activities and have Ss repeat after you, and then act 
them out. 

 
Repeat and act out. 
stand up 
play baseball 
play with a yo-yo 
eat dinner 
go horseback riding 
go bowling 
do a magic trick 
… 

 
 
stand up (Ss act out) 
play baseball (Ss act out) 
play with a yo-yo (Ss act out) 
eat dinner (Ss act out) 
go horseback riding (Ss act out) 
go bowling (Ss act out) 
do a magic trick (Ss act out)  

2. Model acting out and freezing 
Invite 5 Ss to stand in a horizontal line in front. 
Instruct the 5 Ss to act out any activities as you count and clap 
your hands (3 times) then freeze when you say “stop”. 
Take some time to practice this procedure from a slow to fast 
speed. 
Point at each of the 5 Ss then ask the class, “What was he/she 
doing?” 
Have Ss answer. 
Do this for several rounds then invite another five Ss to repeat 
the procedure. 

 
S1, S2, S3, S4 and S5, come to stand in a line facing your 
classmates. 
Act out any activities as I count. (Practice for a few 
times.) 
1, 2, 3, STOP! Now freeze. 
What was he/she doing? (T points at each of the 5 Ss.) 
 

 
(5 Ss form a horizontal line, act out different 
activities then freeze as the T says “stop”.) 
 
 
 
She was sweeping the floor. 
He was flying a kite. 
She was doing homework. 
He was walking. 
She was dancing. 
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3. Act out, freeze and say what they were doing—whole class 
Count from 1-3 to have Ss act out different activities, then say 
“stop” to have them freeze. 
Point at several Ss and ask “What was she/he doing?” one at a 
time. 
Repeat this procedure several times. 

 
Now, it’s your turn. 
1, 2, 3, STOP! 
What was she doing? (T points at S9.) 
What was he doing? (T points at S7.) 
1, 2, 3, STOP! 
What was she doing? (T points at S1.) 
… 

 
 
 
(Ss act out and freeze.) 
All: She was fishing. 
All: He was washing the dishes. 
(Ss act out and freeze.) 
 
All: She was jumping. 
… 
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LG5 U3 L2 – Activity 5: What will they do tomorrow? (R&E: Asking and Answering WH Questions about Future Activities)  10 min  

Objectives: Ss will be able to ask and answer WH (What) questions about future activities.  

Target Lang: go camping, go swimming, go fishing, play tennis, play baseball, go hiking, go canoeing, go bird watching, What will she do tomorrow? / 
She will go swimming tomorrow. / What will he do tomorrow? / He will go fishing tomorrow. / What will they do tomorrow? / They will 
go camping tomorrow. / I’m going to go swimming and go bike riding tomorrow. 

Materials: LG5 U3 L2 PPT — Slides 6~8 

Interaction: T-Ss; Ss-Ss; T-S; S-S; S-Ss 

ACTIVITY STEPS Teacher Talk Student Output 

1. Elicit activities that Ss like to do 
Have Ss name activities that they like to do. 

 
What do you like to do? 

 
go camping, go swimming, go fishing, play tennis, play baseball, go hiking, go 
canoeing, go bird watching 

2. Elicit questions and answers about future 
activities 
Show LG5 U3 L2 PPT — Slide 6. 
Write a question mark and a full stop sign on the 
board to do silent elicitation. 
Point at the picture of “going camping”, the word 
“tomorrow” and the question mark to elicit a 
sample ‘what’ question. 
Have everyone answer. 
 
Keep doing elicitation in the same way. 

 
 
 
 
 
Question? 
Answer? 

 
 
What will they do tomorrow? 
They will go camping tomorrow. 
What will she do tomorrow? 
She will go swimming tomorrow. 
What will he do tomorrow? 
He will go fishing tomorrow. 
What will he do tomorrow? 
He will play tennis tomorrow. 
What will she do tomorrow? 
She will play baseball tomorrow. 
What will she do tomorrow? 
She will go hiking tomorrow. 
What will they do tomorrow? 
They will go canoeing tomorrow. 
What will he do tomorrow? 
He will go bird watching tomorrow. 
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3. Practice alternate Q&As about future activities — 
in 2 groups 
Show LG5 U3 L2 PPT — Slide 7. 
Divide the class into 2 groups. 
CLICK (14x) to show the pictures one at a time. 
Have both groups do alternate WH (What) Q&As 
about future activities based on each picture. 
 

 
 
You are group 1 and 2. 
Group 1, ask a question. 
Group 2 answer.  
Group 2, ask a question. 
Group 1, answer. 
… 

            Group 1                
 
What will they do tomorrow?  
  
He will go swimming tomorrow. What 
will he do tomorrow? 
 
She will play baseball tomorrow. What 
will he do tomorrow? 
 
They will go bird watching tomorrow. 
What will he do tomorrow? 
 
She will go fishing tomorrow. What will 
she do tomorrow? 
 
He will go fishing tomorrow. What will 
she do tomorrow? 
  
She will play baseball tomorrow. What 
will they do tomorrow? 
 
They will play tennis tomorrow. 

Group 2 
 
They will go camping tomorrow. What 
will he do tomorrow? 
 
He will go bird watching tomorrow. 
What will she do tomorrow? 
 
He will go hiking tomorrow. What will 
they do tomorrow? 
 
He will play tennis tomorrow. What will 
she do tomorrow? 
 
She will go hiking tomorrow. What will 
he do tomorrow? 
 
She will go swimming tomorrow. What 
will she do tomorrow? 
 
They will go canoeing tomorrow. What 
will they do tomorrow? 
 

4. Model WH (What) Q&As about future activities 
Show LG5 U3 L2 PPT — Slide 8. 
Say a letter and ask a question. 
Call a S to answer. Instruct him/her to say a letter 
and then ask a question for you. 
Repeat this procedure for the second time. 

 
 
Letter K, what will they do 
tomorrow? 
AB? 
 
Say a letter and ask a WH 
question.  
He will go swimming tomorrow. 
… 

 
 
 
 
AB: They will go bird watching tomorrow. 
    
 H, what will he do tomorrow? 
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5. Practice WH (What) Q&As about future activities 
— in pairs 
Pair up Ss to do WH (What) Q & As about future 
activities based on the pictures. 

 
 
Work in pairs to do Q & As about 
future activities based on the 
pictures. 

 
 
S1: B, what will she do tomorrow? 
S2: She will play tennis tomorrow. 
 E, what will they do tomorrow? 
S1: They will go camping tomorrow. 
 J, what will they do tomorrow? 
S2: They will go canoeing tomorrow. 
 G, What will he do tomorrow? 
S1: He will go bird watching tomorrow. 
 C, what will he do tomorrow? 
… 

6. Share Ss’ own future activities 
Share 2 activities that T plans to do the next day. 
Call individual Ss to share 2 activities that they plan 
to do tomorrow. 

 
I’m will play badminton and go 
jogging tomorrow. 
What about you? 
 

 
 
 
 
DA: I will go swimming and go bike riding tomorrow. 
DB: I will play tennis and play basketball tomorrow. 
DC: I will go to the library and go to the park tomorrow. 
DD: I will go shopping and play tennis tomorrow. 
… 
(Various, depends on Ss’ sentences. 
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LG5 U3 L2 – Activity 6: Will they…? (R&E: Asking and Answering Y/N Questions about the Cats’ Future Activities)  8 min  

Objectives: Ss will be able to ask and answer Y/N (Will) questions about the future activities of the cats. 

Target Lang: Will Sam go swimming tomorrow? / Will Sam’s sister play baseball tomorrow? / Yes, she will. / Will Sue and Mimi go fishing 
tomorrow? / Yes, they will. / No, they won’t. / They will play tennis tomorrow. / True! / False!  

Materials: LG5 U3 L2 PPT – Slides 9~10 

Interaction: T-Ss; T-S; S-S 

ACTIVITY STEPS Teacher Talk Student Output 

1. Elicit Y/N Q&As about the future activities of the 
cats — whole class 
Show LG5 U3 L2 PPT — Slide 9. 
Write a question mark and a full stop sign on the 
board to do silent elicitation. 
Point at the picture of Sam’s sister, the picture of 
“play baseball” and the question mark to elicit a 
Y/N (Will) question. 
Have everyone answer by saying “yes, she/he/ 
they will” or “no, she/he/they won’t” and then 
say the correct sentence. 
 
Keep doing elicitation in the same way. 

 
 
 
 
 
Ask a question. 
Answer? 

 
 
Will Sam’s sister play baseball tomorrow? 
Yes, she will. 
Will Eddy go bird watching tomorrow? 
No, he won’t. He will go hiking tomorrow. 
Will Mimi and Ginger play tennis tomorrow? 
Yes, they will. 
Will Sue go bird watching? 
No, she won’t. She will go fishing tomorrow. 
Will Tom go swimming tomorrow? 
Yes, he will. 
Will Sam’s parents go bird watching tomorrow? 
Yes, they will. 
 

2. Model Y/N Q&As about the cats’ future activities 
Call a S in front to do Y/N (Will) Q&A about the 
cats’ future activities with you. 

 

 
S4, come here. 
Will Sue go bird watching tomorrow? 
Now, ask me a question. 
No, they won’t. They will go bird watching. 
Will Sam’s sister play baseball tomorrow? 
 

 
 
S4: No, she won’t. She will go fishing. 
   Will Sam’s parents go hiking tomorrow? 
 
   Yes, she will. 
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3. Practice Y/N Q&As about the cats — in pairs 
Show LG5 U3 L2 PPT — Slide 10. 
Pair up Ss to do Y/N (Will) Q&As about the cats’ 
future activities. 

 
 
Work in pairs to do Y/N (Will) Q&As about the cats’ future 
activities. 

 
S1: Will Ginger and Mimi go fishing tomorrow? 
S2: No, they won’t. They will play tennis. 
   Will Sam go swimming tomorrow? 
S2: Yes, he will. 
   Will Sue play baseball tomorrow? 
… 

4. Say true or false sentences about the cats’ future 
activities 
Invite individual Ss to say true or false statements 
about the cats’ future activities. 
Have everybody say true if the sentence is 
correct, then say false and correct the sentence if 
it’s false. 
 

 
 
Say true or false statements about the cats’ future activities. 
Answer? 

 
GA: Eddy will go bird watching tomorrow. True or 

false? 
Ss: False! He will go hiking. 
GE: Mimi and Ginger will play tennis tomorrow. True 

or false? 
Ss: True 
GO: Sam will go swimming tomorrow. True or flase? 
Ss: True 
… 
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LG5 U3 L2 – Wrap Up: Future Activities  3 min 

Objectives: Ss will be able to describe future activities.  

Target Lang: He will go hiking tomorrow. / She will play baseball tomorrow. / They will play tennis tomorrow. 

Materials: LG5 U3 L2 PPT — Slide 11 

Interaction: T-Ss; Ss-Ss 

ACTIVITY STEPS Teacher Talk Student Output 

1. Describe future activities — in 2 groups 
Show LG5 U3 L2 PPT — Slide 11. 
Divide the class in 2 groups. 
Point and describe the future activities of the 
characters on each picture.  
 
CLICK to show the next pictures, one at a time. 
Instruct G1 to describe the future activities on 
the round pictures and have G2 do the same for 
the square pictures. 
 

 
 
You are group 1 and group 2. 
 
G1, describe the future activities on the round-shaped 
pictures and G2, do the same for the square pictures. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
G1: He will go hiking tomorrow. 
G2: She will play baseball tomorrow. 
G1: She will play baseball tomorrow. 
G1: He will go bird watching tomorrow. 
G2: They will play tennis tomorrow. 
G1: She will go swimming tomorrow. 
G2: He will play tennis tomorrow. 
G1: They will play tennis tomorrow. 
G1: She will go fishing tomorrow. 
G2: They will go canoeing tomorrow. 
G2: He will go swimming tomorrow. 
G2: They will go bird watching tomorrow. 
G1: They will go camping tomorrow. 
G2: He will go fishing tomorrow. 
G1: They will go canoeing tomorrow. 
G2: She will go hiking tomorrow. 
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LG5 U3 L3 
 

Time: 50 min  

Materials: LG5 U3 L3 PPT; Projector; Courseware; LG5 U3 L3 Handout 1 

 

LG5 U3 Unit Objectives:  

1. Ss will be able to extend, accept or refuse invitations. 

2. Ss will be able to name and identify outdoor activities and equipment. 

3. Ss will be able to ask and answer WH and Y/N questions to express needs using will. 

4. Ss will be able to describe tomorrow’s weather. 

5. Ss will be able to distinguish between, pronounce words and read words with letters sk and sch. 

 

LG5 U3 Lesson 3 Objectives:  

1. Ss will be able to ask and answer WH (What) questions about activities done at a certain time of the day. 

2. Ss will be able to name and spell vocabulary about outdoor activities and equipment. 

3. Ss will be able to ask and answer WH (What) questions to identify future activities. 
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LG5 U3 L3 Activity Overview: 

Time 4’ 4’ 7’ 7’ 8’ 7’ 8’ 4’ 

Act. # Type Warm Up PR-Activity 1 PR-Activity 2 R-Activity 3 R-Activity 4 R&E-Activity 5 R&E-Activity 6 Wrap Up 

Name & 
Description of 

Activity 

Walk- Walked Song  
“Do You Like 

to Go 
Swimming?” 
* Singing and 
Dancing the 

Song “Do You 
Like to Go 

Swimming?” 

What does he/she 
do?  

* Asking and 
Answering WH 

Questions about 
Activities Done at a 

Certain Time 

go camping- 
G-O- 

C-A-M-P-I-N-G  
* Naming and 

Spelling Outdoor 
Activity Phrases 

Fill in the Gap 
* Naming 

Pictures and 
Spelling Outdoor 

Equipment 

What will they do?  
* Asking and Answering 

WH Questions to 
Describe Future 

Activities 

She will need a 
bathing suit…  
* Asking and 

Answering WH  
Questions to Identify 

Outdoor Activities 
Based on Equipment 

Keep the beat! 

Target 
Language 

walk- walked 
 
write- wrote 

Do you like to 
go 
swimming? 
Yes, I do. 
I love to go 
swimming. 
I do, too. 

eat breakfast 
wake up 
go to school 
eat lunch 
go home 
do homework 
eat dinner 
go to bed  
It’s 9:45. 
What does he do at 
9:45? 
He goes to bed. 
Jerry wakes up at 
6:00. 
I wake up at 7:00. 
 

go camping 
G-O 
C-A-M-P-I-N-G 
go swimming 
G-O 
S-W-I-M-M-I-N-G 

a tent 
A- T-E-N-T 
a canoe 
A- C-A-N-O-E 
hiking boots 
H-I-K-I-N-G 
B-O-O-T-S  
a tennis ball 
A- T-E-N-N-I-S- 
B-A-L-L 

What will Shane do 
tomorrow? 
Shane will go fishing 
tomorrow. 
What will Ella and Arron 
do tomorrow? 
Ella and Aaron will go 
camping tomorrow. 

Grace will need a 
bathing suit and a 
towel. 
What will Grace do? 
Grace will go 
swimming. 
Mike and Eric will 
need a canoe and a 
paddle.  
What will Mike and 
Eric do? 
Mike and Eric will go 
canoeing. 

go hiking 
a flashlight 
a tent 
play baseball 
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LG5 U3 L3 – Warm Up: Walk- Walked  4 min  

Objectives: Ss will be able to give the past or present form of verbs. 

Target Lang: walk, walked, write, wrote 

Materials: None 

Interaction: T-Ss 

ACTIVITY STEPS Teacher Talk Student Output 

1. Name action words 

Act out action words (i.e. walk, write, eat, speak, read, watch TV, 
listen, run, jump) then instruct Ss to name them, one at a time. 

Invite individual Ss to act out some words, and then have 
everyone name them. 

 

What’s the word? (T acts out each of the words 
indicated in the AS.) 

 

 

 

S7, act out other words. 

What’s the word? 

S9, it’s your turn. 

… 

 

walk, write, eat, speak, read, watch TV, listen, 
run, jump 

 

 

 

S7: (Acts out the word “drink”.) 

All: drink 

… 
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2. Say the past form of the verbs — whole class 

Name verbs (words/phrases) then have everyone give their past 
form. 

Have everyone answer. 

 

walk, walked 

What about write? 

eat 

speak 

watch TV 

go horseback riding 

 

 

wrote 

ate 

spoke 

watched TV 

went horseback riding 

3. Say the present form of the verbs — whole class 

Name verbs (words/phrases) then have everyone give their 
present form. 

Have everyone answer. 

 

 

went, go 

Flew? 

played 

… 

 

 

fly 

play 

… 

4. Say words in the past or present tense — in groups of 3 

Group Ss in threes and have everyone stand up. 

Instruct Ss to clap their hands together (once) with their 
groupmates and say the past or present tense of the mentioned 
word. 

Have the groups who are able to clap first and say the correct word 
or phrase get a point. 

Say action words/verbs in their present or past form, one at a time. 

Do this several times. 

For a small group of Ss, aim to have at least 1 student standing but 
for a bigger group, limit the number to 5. 

 

Work in threes. Stand up. 

Clap your hands together and say the right 
word. 

The group that claps first and answer correctly 
will get a point. 

eat  

listen 

went 

went bike riding 

… 

 

 

 

 

 

ate 

listened 

go 

go bike riding 

… 
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LG5 U3 L3 – Activity 1: Song “Do You Like to Go Swimming?” (PR: Singing and Dancing the Song “Do You Like to Go Swimming?”)4 min 

Objectives: Ss will be able to sing the song “Do You Like to Go Swimming?” 

Target Lang: Do you like to go swimming? / Yes, I do. / I love to go swimming. / I do, too. 

Materials: LG4 U7 Courseware — Song 

Interaction： C-Ss; Ss-Ss; T-Ss 

ACTIVITY STEPS Teacher Talk Student Output 

1. Sing the song with the Courseware — whole class 
Play LG4 U7 Courseware — Song. 
Have Ss sing along with the Courseware.  

 
Let’s sing together.  

Do you like to go swimming? 
   Yes, I do. 
I love to go swimming. 
   I do, too. 
Do you like to go hiking? 
   Oh. Yes I do. 
   I love to go hiking. 
I do, too. 

2. Sing the song without the Courseware — in 2 
groups 
Divide the class in 2 groups. 
Have Ss sing the song alternately. 
 
 
 
Switch roles and sing the song again. 

 
You are group 1 and 2. 
This time, let’s sing it alternately. 
 
 
 
Switch roles. 

Group 1                    Group 2 
Do you like to go swimming? 
                           Yes, I do. 
I like to go swimming. 
                           I do, too. 
Do you like to go hiking? 
                         Oh! Yes, I do. I love to go hiking. 
I do, too. 

3. Comprehension check 
Have Ss answer several Y/N questions about what 
the cats like to do. 

 
Does Eddy like to feed the dog? 
Do Sue and Sam like to help Eddy? 
Does Sam like to go swimming? 
Does Sue have to feed the dog? 

 
No, he doesn’t. 
Yes, they do. 
Yes, he does. 
No, she doesn’t. 
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4. Personalize the questions 
Ask several Y/N (Do) questions about Ss’ interests. 
Instruct Ss to stand up if their answer is “Yes, I do.” 
And, raise their right hand if their answer is “No, I 
don’t.” 
 
Continue by calling individual Ss to ask more Y/N 
(Do) questions about interests. 

 
Stand up, if your answer is “Yes, I do.” 
Raise your right hand, if your answer is 
“No, I don’t.” 
Do you like to go swimming? 
Do you like to go hiking? 
AB: Ask a question. 
Answer? 

 
 
 
 
Ss: Yes, I do. (Stand up.) / No, I don’t. (Raise hands.) 
 
AB: Do you like to go fishing? 
Ss: Yes, I do. (Stand up.) / No, I don’t. (Raise hands.) 
AC: Do you like to do your homework? 
Ss: Yes, I do. (Stand up.) / No, I don’t. (Raise hands.) 
AD: Do you like to study English? 
Ss: Yes, I do. (Stand up.) / No, I don’t. (Raise hands.) 
… 
(Various, depends on Ss’ questions.) 
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LG5 U3 L3 – Activity 2: What does he/she do? (PR: Asking and Answering WH Questions about Activities Done at a Certain Time) 7 min  

Objectives: Ss will be able to ask and answer WH (What) questions about activities done at a certain time of the day. 

Target Lang: eat breakfast, wake up, go to school, eat lunch, go home, do homework, eat dinner, go to bed / It’s 9:45. / What does he do at 
9:45? / He goes to bed. / Jerry wakes up at 6:00. / I wake up at 7:00. 

Materials: LG5 U3 L3 PPT — Slide 2  

Interaction: T-Ss; Ss-Ss 

ACTIVITY STEPS Teacher Talk Student Output 

1. Elicit daily activities 
Have Ss name activities that they do in the morning, 
in the afternoon and in the evening. 

 
What do you do in the morning? 
In the afternoon? 
 
What about in the evening? 

 
wake up, brush my teeth, eat breakfast, take a bath 
… 
eat lunch, play the piano, go bike riding, go to the library 
… 
do homework, eat dinner, play video games, use the computer, go 
to bed 
… 
(Various, depends on Ss’ sentences.) 

1. Name the pictures 
Show LG5 U3 L3 PPT — Slide 2. 
Point at each picture and have Ss name it. 

 
Name the pictures. 

 
eat breakfast, wake up, go to school, eat lunch, go home, do 
homework, eat dinner, go to bed 

2. Tell the time 
CLICK to show the pictures of clocks and activities. 
Point at each clock and have Ss read the time. 

 

What time is it? (T points at each clock.)  It’s 6:00. 
It’s 12:30. 
It’s 7:00. 
It’s 7:15. 
It’s 9:45. 
It’s 3:45. 
It’s 8:15. 
It’s 6:30. 
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3. Model WH (What) Q&As about daily activities 
Call a S to do WH (What) Q&As with you.  

S7, what does Emma do at 12:30? 
Now, ask a question. 
Carlo goes to school at 8:15. 
What does Sam do at 10:45? 
… 

S7: Emma eats lunch at 12:30. 
   What does Carlo do at 8:15? 
 
   Sam goes to bed at 10:45. 
… 

4. Practice WH(What) Q&As about daily activities — in 
pairs 
Pair up Ss to do WH (What) Q&As about daily 
activities based on the pictures. 

 
Work in pairs.  
Ask and answer about the pictures. 

 
S1: What does Jerry do at 6:00? 
S2: Jerry wakes up at 6:00. 
 What does Emma do at 12:30? 
S1: Emma eats lunch at 12:30. 
 What does James do at 7:00? 
S2: James eats breakfast at 7:00. 
 What does Jacky do at 7:15? 
S2: Jacky does his homework at 7:15. 
 What does Sam do at 9:45? 
S1: Sam goes to bed at 9:45. 
 What does Becca do at 3:45? 
S2: Becca goes to the library at 3:45. 
 What does Carlo do at 8:15? 
S1: Carlo goes to school at 8:15. 
 What does Marco do at 6:30? 
S2: Marco eats dinner at 6:30. 

5. Talk about daily activities 
Call individual Ss to choose three characters and talk 
about their daily activities. 
Do this as time allows. 

 
Choose three characters and talk about what 
they do. 

 
S1: Jerry wakes up at 6:00. 
   Emma eats lunch at 12:30. 
   James eats breakfast at 7:00. 
S2: Jacky does his homework at 7:15. 
   Sam goes to bed at 9:45. 
   Carlo goes to school at 8:15. 
… 
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6. Share three daily activities 
Invite individual Ss to say 3 among their activities on 
specific time of the day. 
 

 
What do you do in the morning? 
When? 
What else? 

 
I wake up at 7:00. 
I go to school at 8:00. 
I do my homework at 7:10. 
I go to bed at 10:00. 
 (Sentences depend on Ss’ answers.) 
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LG5 U3 L3 – Activity 3: go camping- G-O- C-A-M-P-I-N-G (R: Naming and Spelling Outdoor Activity Phrases)   7 min  

Objectives: Ss will be able to name and spell outdoor activities words and phrases. 

Target Lang: go camping, G-O C-A-M-P-I-N-G, go swimming- G-O S-W-I-M-M-I-N-G  

Materials: LG5 U3 L3 PPT — Slide 3 

Interaction: T-Ss; T-S; S-S 

ACTIVITY STEPS Teacher Talk Student Output 

1. Elicit outdoor activities 
Have Ss name outdoor activities. 

 
What are the outdoor activities? 

 
go camping, go swimming, go fishing, play tennis, play 
baseball, go hiking, go canoeing, go bird watching 
(Various, depends on Ss’ answers.) 

2. Name outdoor activities 
Show LG5 U3 L3 PPT — Slide 3. 
Say letters as indicated under Teacher Talk. 
Have Ss name the pictures based on the letters 
mentioned. 

g 
a 
d 
e 
b 
h 
f 
c 

go canoeing 
go camping 
play tennis 
play baseball 
go swimming 
go bird watching 
go hiking 
go fishing 

3. Read the phrases 
CLICK to show the phrases. 
Point at each phrase and then have Ss read. 

 
Read the phrases. 

 
Same as above.  

4. Spell the words/phrases — whole class 
Point at each letter and have Ss read and spell the 
words/phrases. 

 
Let’s read then spell each phrase. 

go camping  G-O- C-A-M-P-I-N-G 
go swimming  G-O S-W-I-M-M-I-N-G 
go fishing   G-O F-I-S-H-I-N-G 
play tennis   P-L-A-Y T-E-N-N-I-S 
play baseball   P-L-A-Y B-A-S-E-B-A-L-L 
go hiking   G-O H-I-K-I-N-G 
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go canoeing   G-O C-A-N-O-E-I-N-G 
go bird watching  G-O B-I-R-D- W-A-T-C-H-I-N-G 

5. Say the phrases — whole class 
Spell several phrases and have Ss say the correct phrases. 

 
G-O F-I-S-H-I-N-G 
What’s the phrase? 
G-O C-A-M-P-I-N-G 
What’s the phrase? 
… 

 
 
go fishing 
 
go camping 
… 

6. Model to spell and name phrases — whole class 
CLICK to make the phrases disappear. 
Name an outdoor activity and then have everybody spell. 
Call individual Ss to name outdoor activities one at a time. 
Have everybody spell each phrase. 
 
 
Continue as time allows. 

 
 
Spell “play baseball”. 
AB, name an activity. 
Everybody spell. 

 
Ss: P-L-A-Y B-A-S-E-B-A-L-L 
AB: play tennis 
Ss: P-L-A-Y T-E-N-N-I-S 
AC: Spell “go fishing”. 
Ss: G-O F-I-S-H-I-N-G 
AD: spell “go canoeing”. 
Ss: G-O  C-A-N-O-E-I-N-G 
… 

7. Say and spell words/ phrases — in pairs 
Pair up Ss to alternately say and spell outdoor activity 
phrases. 

 
Work in pairs to say and spell activities. 

S1: Spell “go camping”. 
S2: G-O C-A-M-P-I-N-G, spell “go bird watching”. 
S1: G-O B-I-R-D- W-A-T-C-H-I-N-G, spell “play tennis”. 
… 

8. Spell outdoor activity phrases — individually 
Say phrases then call individual/volunteer Ss to spell. 

 
S9, spell “go canoeing”. 
go camping (T points at S3.) 
play baseball (T points at S1.) 
go bird watching (T points at S5.) 
… 

 
S9: G-O C-A-N-O-E-I-N-G 
S3: G-O C-A-M-P-I-N-G 
S1: PL-A-Y- B-A-S-E-B-A-L-L 
S5: G-O B-I-R-D- W-A-T-C-H-I-N-G 
… 
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LG5 U3 L3 – Activity 4: Fill in the Gap (R: Naming and Spelling Sports Equipment)  8 min  

Objectives: Ss will be able to name and spell sports equipment  

Target Lang: a tent, A- T-E-N-T / a canoe, A- C-A-N-O-E / hiking boots= H-I-K-I-N-G B-O-O-T-S / a tennis ball, A- T-E-N-N-I-S- B-A-L-L 

Materials: LG5 U3 L3 PPT — Slide 4; LG5 U3 L3 Handout 1 – Fill in the Gap 

Interaction: T-Ss, Ss-Ss, S-Ss 

ACTIVITY STEPS Teacher Talk Student Output 

1. Elicit sports equipment  
Have Ss name some sports equipment. 

 
What do you use when you play outside? 

 
a canoe, a bat, gloves, racket, tennis ball, net 
… 
(Various, depends on Ss answers.)  

2. Name sports equipment 
Show LG5 U3 L3 PPT — Slide 4. 
Point at each picture and have Ss name it. 

 
Name the pictures. 

a tennis ball, a bathing suit, a flashlight, a tent, a tennis 
racquet, a towel, a bait, a flashlight, binoculars, a backpack, a 
canoe, a mitt, a bird book, hiking boots, a paddle, a bat 

3. Read the phrases 
CLICK to show the phrases. 
Point at each phrase and then have Ss read. 

 
Read the words. 

 
Same as above.  

4. Spell the phrases — whole class 
Randomly point at 4 phrases and have Ss read and spell 
one at a time. 

 
Let’s read and spell the phrases. (T points 
at each letter.) 

a tent= A- T-E-N-T 
a canoe= A- C-A-N-O-E 
hiking boots= H-I-K-I-N-G B-O-O-T-S 
a tennis ball= A- T-E-N-N-I-S- B-A-L-L 

5. Say the vowel sounds — in 4 groups 
Divide the class in 4 groups then assign the letters A, E, I 
and O to each group. 
Instruct Ss to clap and repeat whenever you say their 
letters. 
Randomly say the letters one at a time. 
Do this for several rounds from a moderate to a faster 

 
You are group A, E, I and O. 
Clap your hands and repeat when I say 
your letter. 
A,E, I, and O. 
… 

 
 
A (Group A claps.) 
E (Group E claps.) 
I (Group I claps.) 
O (Group O claps.) 
… 
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speed. 

6. Spell the words 
Say words then have Ss spell. 
Instruct each group to clap every time they say their 
letter. 

 
Let’s spell the words and clap. 
Spell “ball”. 
tent 
bat 
tennis 
mitt 
hiking boots 
flashlight 
towel 
binoculars 
bait 

 
 
B-A (GA claps.)-L-L 
T-E (GE claps.)-N-T 
B-A (GA claps.)-T 
T-E (GE claps.)-N-N-I (Group I claps.)-S 
M-I (GI claps.)-T-T 
H-I(GI claps.)-K-I (GI claps.)-N-G B-O (GO claps.)-O (Group O 
claps.)-T-S 
F-L-A (GA claps.)-S-H-L-I (Group I claps.)-G-H-T 
T-O (GO claps.)-W-E (Group E claps.)-L 
B-I (GI claps.)-N-O (GO claps.)-C-U-L-A (GA claps.)-R-S 
B-A (GA claps.)-I (G I claps.)-T 

7. Write the letters a, e, i, o to complete the phrases — in 
pairs 
CLICK to make the phrases disappear. 
Distribute LG5 U3 L3 Handout 1 – Fill in the Gap 
Pair up Ss to write the missing letters to complete the 
phrases within 1 minute (optional). 

 
 
Work in pairs to write the missing letters. 

 

8. Spell the words to check answers 
Instruct Ss to exchange their paper with the pair of Ss 
next to them for the checking of answers. 
Say each phrase (from 1 to 15) then call individual Ss to 
spell. 

Exchange your paper with the Ss next to 
you. 
S15, spell “a tennis ball”. 
Check your classmates’ answer. 
S7, spell “a bathing suit”. 
S1, spell “a tent”. 
… 

 
 
S15: A T-E-N-N-I-S B-A-L-L 
 
S7: A B-A-T-H-I-N-G S-U-I-T 
S1: A T-E-N-T 
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LG5 U3 L3 – Activity 5: What will they do? (R&E: Asking and Answering WH Questions to Describe Future Activities)  7 min  

Objectives: Ss will be able to ask and answer WH (What) questions to describe future activities. 

Target Lang: What will Shane do tomorrow? / Shane will go fishing tomorrow. / What will Ella and Arron do tomorrow? / Ella and Aaron will go 
camping tomorrow.  

Materials: LG5 U3 L3 PPT — Slides 5~6 

Interaction: T-Ss; T-S; S-S; Ss-Ss  

ACTIVITY STEPS Teacher Talk Student Output 

1. Elicit future activities 
Have Ss name activities that they wish to do in the 
future. 

 
What do you like to do tomorrow? 

 
Go water skiing, travelling, go hiking, go swimming, go fishing 
… 
(Various, depends on Ss’ answers.) 

2. Elicit WH (What) Q & As to talk about future activities 
— whole class 
Show LG5 U3 L3 PPT — Slide 5. 
Write a question mark and a period on the board. 
Cover the picture of “fishing”; Point at the name 
“Alfred” and the word “tomorrow” and the question 
mark to elicit a sample WH (What) question. 
Have everyone answer. 
 
Keep doing elicitation in the same way.  

 
 
 
 
 
Question? 
Answer? 

 
 
 
What will Alfred do tomorrow? 
Alfred will go fishing tomorrow. 
What will Ella and Aaron do tomorrow? 
Ella and Aaron will go camping tomorrow. 
What will Kathy do tomorrow? 
Kathy will go swimming tomorrow. 
What will Kristy do tomorrow? 
Kristy will play baseball tomorrow. 

3. Model WH (What) Q&As 
CLICK to show a set of pictures. 
Ask a WN (What) question and have everyone answer. 
Call several Ss to ask questions. 
Have everyone answer. 

 
 
What will Lance do tomorrow? 
AB, ask a question. 
Answer? 
AC? 

 
 
Ss: Lance will go bird watching. 
AB: What will Gian do tomorrow? 
Ss: Gian will play tennis tomorrow.  
AC: What will Jianna do tomorrow? 
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Ss: Jianna will play baseball tomorrow. 

4. Practice WH (What) Q&As — in pairs 
Pair up Ss to alternately ask and answer WH (What) 
questions about the future activities on each picture. 
 

 
Work in pairs, do Q&As about each picture. 

S1: What will Shane do tomorrow? 
S2: Shane will go fishing tomorrow. 
   What will Lance do tomorrow? 
S1: Lance will go bird watching tomorrow. 
   What will Gian do tomorrow? 
S2: Gian will play tennis tomorrow. 
   What will Leo and Jess do tomorrow? 
S1: Leo and Jess will go canoeing tomorrow. 
   What will Mia do tomorrow? 
S2: Mia will go hiking tomorrow. 
   What will Jianna do tomorrow? 
S1: Jianna will play baseball tomorrow. 

5. Talk about future activities — in 2 groups 
Show LG5 U3 L3 PPT — Slide 6. 
Divide the class into 2 groups. 
Instruct Ss to stand up and make sentences about the 
future activities on each picture that appears on their 
sides. 
CLICK 16x to show pictures one at a time. 

 
You are group 1 and 2.  
Stand up and make sentences the pictures 
on your side.  

Group 1                       Group 2 
                       She will play baseball tomorrow. 
She will go swimming tomorrow. 
                       He will go fishing tomorrow. 
They will go camping tomorrow. 
He will play tennis tomorrow. 
He will go bird watching tomorrow. 
                       They will go canoeing tomorrow. 
                       She will go swimming tomorrow. 
                       He will go bird watching tomorrow. 
She will play baseball tomorrow. 
They will go canoeing tomorrow. 
                       They will go camping tomorrow. 
He will go fishing tomorrow. 
                       She will go hiking tomorrow. 
                       He will play tennis tomorrow. 
She will go hiking tomorrow. 
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LG5 U3 L3 – Activity 6: She will need a bathing suit… (R&E: Asking and Answering WH Questions to Identify Outdoor Activities Based on Equipment)8 min  

Objectives: Ss will be able to ask and answer WH (What) questions to identify outdoor activities based on equipment. 

Target Lang: Grace will need a bathing suit and a towel. / What will Grace do? / Grace will go swimming. / Mike and Eric will need a canoe and a 
paddle. / What will Mike and Eric do? / Mike and Eric will go canoeing. 

Materials: LG5 U3 L3 PPT — Slide 7 

Interaction: T-Ss, Ss-Ss; S-Ss; S-S 

ACTIVITY STEPS Teacher Talk Student Output 

1. Elicit Q & As to identify outdoor activities based on 
equipment — whole class 
Show LG5 U3 L3 PPT — Slide 7.  
Write a question mark and a period on the board.  
Point at the name “Grace” and the pictures of bathing 
suit and towel and then the period to elicit a sentence.  
Cover the picture of “swimming”; And then, point at 
the question mark to elicit a sample WH (What) 
question.  
Have everyone answer. 
 
Keep doing elicitation in the same way. 

What’s the sentence? 
 
What’s the question? 
 
Answer? 

Grace will need a bathing suit and a towel. 
What will Grace do? 
Grace will go swimming. 
 
Jenna will need a tent and a flashlight. What will Jenna do? 
Jenna will go camping. 
 
Jeff will need binoculars and a bird book. What will Jeff do? 
Jeff will go bird watching. 
 
Bell will need a backpack and hiking boots. What will Bell do? 
Bell will go hiking. 
 
Jenny will need a mitt and a bat. What will Jenny do? 
Jenny will play baseball. 
 
Martin will need a tennis ball and a tennis racquet. What will Martin do? 
Martin will play tennis. 
 
Rodel will need a fishing pole and bait. What will Rodel do? 
Rodel will go fishing. 
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Mike and Eric will need a canoe and a paddle. What will Mike and Eric do? 
Mike and Eric will go canoeing. 

2. Model alternate WH (What) Q & As to identify 
outdoor activities based on equipment 
Say the equipment needed (without pointing at the 
pictures) then have Ss identify the outdoor activity. 
 
Call individual Ss to make sentences and ask 
questions. 
Have everyone answer. 

 
 
They will need a tent and a 
flashlight. What will they do? 
 
HD: Make a sentence ask the 
question. 
Answer? 
 
HK? 
 
GP, It’s your turn. 
 

 
 
 
Ss: They will go camping. 
 
HD: He will need a tennis ball and a tennis racquet. What will he do? 
Ss: He will play tennis. 
 
HK: They will need a canoe and a paddle. What will they do? 
Ss: They will go canoeing. 
 
HP: He will need binoculars and a bird book. What will he do? 
… 

3. Practice WH (What) Q&As to identify outdoor 
activities based on equipment — in pairs 
Pair up Ss to do alternate WH (What) Q&As to identify 
activities based on equipment. 

 
Work in pairs to do alternate Q&As. 

 
S1: He will need a fishing pole and bait. What will he do? 
S2: He will go fishing. 
   They will need a tent and a flashlight. What will they do? 
S1: They will go camping. 
   She will need a ball and a tennis racquet. What will she do? 
… 

4. Comprehension Check 
CLICK to make the pictures disappear.  
Make sentences and ask “What will she/he/they do?” 
one at a time. 
Call individual Ss to answer. 
 
Continue if time allows. 

 
She will need a backpack and hiking 
boots. What will she do? 
He will need a tennis ball and a 
tennis racquet. What will he do? 
They will need a canoe and a 
paddle. What will they do? 
She will need a bat and a mitt. What 
will she do? 
… 

 
She will go hiking. 
 
He will play tennis. 
 
They will go canoeing. 
 
She will play baseball. 
… 
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LG5 U3 L3 – Wrap Up: Keep the beat!  4 min 

Objectives:  Ss will be able to recall words and phrases learned from the lesson. 

Target Lang:  go hiking, a flashlight, a tent, play baseball 

Materials:  None 

Interaction:  T-Ss; S-S 

ACTIVITY STEPS Teacher Talk Student Output 

1. Model the beat 
Have everyone stand in a circle. 
Instruct Ss to follow you as you tap your lap 
(once) with both hands, clap your hands (once) 
then point to the right. 
Do this several times with increasing speed.  
 
Have Ss do the beat in a train starting from you to 
S1, S2 until the last. 

 
Stand in a circle. 
Now, follow me. (T taps her lap with both hands once, 
claps her hands once, and then points to the right.) 
Let’s do it faster.  
 
 
Let’s do the beat in a train. 
S1, when I point at you, do the beat then point at S2. 

 
 
(Ss tap their lap with both hands once; clap their hands once,   
then point to the right.) 

2. Start the beat then say a word or a phrase 
learned from the lesson — in a train 
Start the beat then say a word as you point to the 
right (S1). 
Continue by having each S say a word or a phrase 
that they have learned from the lesson, as they 
point to the right.  
Continue until the last S. 

 
This time say a word or a phrase you’ve learned, then 
point to the right.  
(T does the beat then points to S1.) play baseball 
 
 

 
 
 
S1: (does the beat then points to S2) go hiking 
S2: (does the beat then points to S3) a flashlight 
S3: (does the beat then points to S4) a tent 
S4: (does the beat then points to S5) play baseball 
… 

3. Keep the beat—in small groups. 
Divide the class into 3 groups. 
Have Ss keep the beat in small groups as they say 
words and phrases. 

 
You are group 1, 2 and 3. 
Keep the beat in a train, then point to the next S. 

Same as above. 
 
(Words depend on Ss’) 
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LG5 U3 L3 Handout 1—Fill in the Gap  
 

 
 

I. Write the missing letters to complete the phrases. 

1.         2.             3.  

   

_ t_nn_s b_ll    _ b_th_ng s_ _t         _ t_nt  

 

 

4.    5.    6.     7.  

 

 

_ t_w_l   _ fl_shl_ght       b_ _t        _ t_nn_s r_cq_ _t 

 

 

8.    9.    10.     11.  

 

 

_ c_n_ _  _ b_ckp_ck            _ m_tt    b_n_c_l_rs 

 

 

12.    13.    14.     15.  

 

 

_ b_s_b_ll b_t    _ b_rd b_ _k   h_k_ng b_ _ts    _ p_ddl_ 
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LG5 U3 L4 
 

Time: 50 min  

Materials: LG5 U3 L4 PPT; Projector; Courseware; LG5 U3 L4 Handout 1 

 

LG5 U3 Unit Objectives:  

1. Ss will be able to extend, accept or refuse invitations. 

2. Ss will be able to name and identify outdoor activities and equipment. 

3. Ss will be able to ask and answer WH and Y/N questions to express needs using will. 

4. Ss will be able to describe tomorrow’s weather. 

5. Ss will be able to distinguish between, pronounce words and read words with letters sk and sch. 

 

LG5 U3 Lesson 4 Objectives:  

1. Ss will be able to make and identify true or false sentences about household responsibilities and interests. 

2. Ss will be able to ask and answer WH (What) questions to talk about future activities and outdoor equipment. 

3. Ss will be able to talk about their birthday plans using the structure “I’m going to”. 

4. Ss will be able to modify and role play the conversation. 
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LG5 U3 L4 Activity Overview: 

Time 3’ 8’ 13’ 9’ 7’ 8’ 2’ 

Act. # Type Warm Up PR -Activity 1 R&E-Activity 2 R&E-Activity 3 PR-Activity 4 R&E-Activity 5 Wrap Up 

Name & 
Description of 

Activity 

Beat the 
Timer! 

Household Responsibilities 
and Interests  

* Making and Identifying 
True or False Sentences 

about Household 
Responsibilities and Interests 

Activities in a 
Week  

* Asking and 
Answering WH 

Questions to Talk 
About Future 

Activities on Each 
Day of the Week 

What will they need? 
* Asking and Answering 

WH Questions to 
Identify Outdoor 

Equipment 

Birthday Plans  
* Talking About 
Birthday Plans 

We’re going… I’m 
going…  

* Modifying the 
Conversation 

She will need… 

Target 
Language 

When is your 
free day?  
Sunday is my 
free day. 

roller-skating, go shopping, 
look at the stars, play 
volleyball, paint pictures, 
sweep the floor, feed the dog, 
set the table, wash the 
dishes, throw the trash 
What does Ginger like to do? 
Ginger likes to roller-skate. 
Who has to feed the dog? 
Tom has to feed the dog. 
True! 
False! 
I like to go swimming but I 
have to do my homework. 

What will Sam’s 
parents do on 
Monday? 
Sam’s parents will 
go bird watching 
on Monday. 
What will Sam do 
on Tuesday? 
Sam will go 
swimming on 
Tuesday. 
What will you do 
on Monday? 
I will go swimming 
on Monday. 

a bathing suit, a towel, 
a tent, a flashlight, 
binoculars, a bird book, 
a backpack, hiking 
boots, a mitt, a baseball 
bat, a tennis ball, a 
tennis racquet, a fishing 
pole, bait, a canoe, a 
paddle 
Bell will need a 
backpack and hiking 
boots. 
What will she do? 
Bell will go hiking. 
What will she need? 
I will go canoeing. 
I will need a canoe and 
a paddle. 

When’s your 
birthday? 
My birthday is on 
September 4th.  
What are you 
going to do on 
your birthday? 
I’m going to go 
bowling on my 
birthday. 
Karina’s birthday is 
on September 4th. 
She’s going to go 
bowling on her 
birthday. 

We’re going to go 
camping this 
weekend. 
What are you going to 
do? 
I don’t know. 
Nothing much. 
Would you like to go 
camping with us?  
Sure, I’d love to. 
But I have to ask my 
parents. 
Ok. You’ll need a 
sleeping bag and a 
pillow. 
Bring some warm 
clothes too. 
It’ll be cold at night. 
Ok. Thank you. 

She will need a 
mitt and a 
baseball bat. 
She will need a 
bathing suit and 
a towel. 
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LG5 U3 L4 – Warm Up: Beat the Timer!  3 min  

Objectives:  Ss will be able to answer questions about their daily schedule, favorite activities and responsibilities. 

Target Lang: When is your free day? / Sunday is my free day. / I’m busy every day. 

Materials: LG5 U3 L4 PPT — Slide 2 

Interaction: T-S, Ss-Ss; S-S 

ACTIVITY STEPS Teacher Talk Student Output 

1. Recall the days of the week 
Have Ss name the days of the week. 

 
What are the days of the week? 

Sunday, Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, 
Friday, Saturday  

2. Answer WH questions — in a train 
Show LG5 U3 L4 PPT — Slide 2. 
Divide the class into 2 groups. 
Have Ss stand in 2 lines and then call representatives from each 
group do “rock, paper, scissors”. 
Have Ss from the losing group read the question.  
CLICK to start the timer then have the winner say their answers in 
a train. 
The group will earn points once all the members answer the 
question before the time lapses. 
 
CLICK (2x) to show the next question and start the timer. 
Do the same procedure to continue the activity. 
 
What do you have to do on Sunday? 
What do you like to do after class? 
What do you have to do after class? 

 
Stand in 2 lines. 
G1:S1 and G2:S1, do rock, paper, scissors! 
 
Read the question. 

 
Say your answers in a train.  

 
 

Rock, paper, scissors! 
 
Group 2: When is your free day? 
 
G1:S1: Sunday is my free day. 
G1:S2: Saturday is my free day. 
G1:S3: I’m busy every day. 
G1: S4: Sunday is my free day. 
… 

3. Correct sentences 
Write some of the wrong sentences on the board and then correct 
them with the Ss. 

 
Correct your sentences. (Write the wrong 
sentences on the board.) 

 
 

(Depends on Ss’ output on AS1.) 
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LG5 U3 L4 – Activity 1: Household Responsibilities and Interests (PR: Making and Identifying True or False Sentences about Household 

Responsibilities and Interests)  8 min  
Objectives: Ss will be able to make and identify true or false sentences about household responsibilities and interests. 

Target Lang: roller-skating, go shopping, look at the stars, play volleyball, paint pictures, sweep the floor, feed the dog, set the table, wash the 
dishes, throw the trash / What does Ginger like to do? / Ginger likes to roller-skate. / Who has to feed the dog? / Tom has to feed 
the dog. / True! / False! / I like to go swimming but I have to do my homework. 

Materials: LG5 U3 L4 PPT — Slides 3~4 

Interaction: T-Ss; Ss-Ss; S-S; S-Ss 

ACTIVITY STEPS Teacher Talk Student Output 

1. Elicit favorite activities and responsibilities 
Have Ss name some of their favorite activities 
and responsibilities. 

 
What are your favorite activities? 
What do you have to do? 

 
go fishing, go swimming, reading books, playing computer games 
sweep the floor, do homework, feed the cat, clean the room 
… 
(Various, depends on Ss’ sentences.) 
 

2. Name the pictures 
Show LG5 U3 L4 PPT — Slide 3. 
Have Ss name the picture. 
CLICK (9 Times) to show the remaining pictures 
and have Ss name them, one at a time. 

 
 
Name the pictures. 

 
look at the stars 
play volleyball 
go shopping 
paint pictures 
roller skating 
set the table 
throw the trash 
wash the dishes 
feed the dog,  
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sweep the floor 
 
 

3. Elicit Q & As to talk about interests and 
household responsibilities — whole class 
CLICK to make the table appear. 
Write a question mark and a full stop sign on 
the board to do silent elicitation.  
Cover the picture of “roller-skate”; point at 
Ginger and the word “like,” and the question 
mark to elicit a sample ‘what’ question. 
Cover the picture of Tom; point at the word 
“have,” and the picture of “feed the dog”, and 
the question mark to elicit a sample ‘who’ 
question. 
 
Have Ss answer. 
Give help when needed.  
 
Keep doing elicitation in the same way. 

 
 
 
 
 
Question? 
Answer? 

 
 
 
What does Ginger like to do? 
Ginger likes to roller-skate. 
Who has to feed the dog? 
Tom has to feed the dog 
What does Sue have to do? 
Sue has to set the table. 
Who likes to go shopping? 
Mimi likes to go shopping. 
Who has to sweep the floor? 
Ginger has to sweep the floor. 
What does Eddy have to do? 
Eddy has to take out the trash. 
What does Mimi have to do? 
Mimi has to wash the dishes. 
Who likes to look at the stars? 
Sue likes to look at the stars. 
Who likes to play volleyball? 
Eddy likes to play volleyball. 
What does Tom like to do? 
Tom likes to paint. 

4. Model making and identifying true or false 
statements — whole class 
Show LG5 U3 L4 — Slide 4. 
Say several true or false statements about the 
cats’ favorite activities and responsibilities 
based on the pictures. 
Have Ss say “true” if your sentence is correct, 

 
 
 
Ginger has to clear the table. True or false? 
What does she have to do? 
Sue likes to look at the stars. True or false? 

 
 
 
Ss: False! 
 Ginger has to sweep the floor. 
Ss: True! 
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“false” if it’s wrong then instruct them to say 
the correct sentence. 
Continue by calling individual Ss to say true or 
false statements then have everyone answer. 

 
AB, say a true or false sentence. 
 
Answer? 
AC, next. 
 
AD? 

 
AB: Eddy has to take out the trash. True or false? 
Ss: True! 
AC: Mimi likes to roller-skate. True or false? 
Ss: False! Mimi likes to go shopping. 
AD: Tom has to feed the dog. True or false? 
Ss: True 

5. Make and identify true or false statements — 
in pairs 
Have Ss say and identify true or false sentences 
in pairs. 

 
Work in pairs, make true or false sentences.  

 
S1: Mimi likes to go camping. True or false? 
S2: False! Mimi likes to go shopping. 
 Eddy has to dry the dishes. True or false? 
S1: False! Eddy has to feed the dog. 
 Sue likes to look the stars. True or false? 
S2: True 
 Tom like to pain. True or false? 
S1: True!  
… 

6. Talk about Ss’ own favorite activities and 
responsibilities 
CLICK to make the pictures disappear. 
Talk about your own favorite activity and a 
responsibility. 
Invite individual Ss to talk about their own 
favorite activities and responsibilities. 

 
 
 
I like to go hiking, but I have to work. 
What about you? 

 
 
S1: I like to go swimming but I have to do my homework. 
S2: I like to play video games but I have to go to the library. 
S3: I like to play outside but I have to vacuum the carpet. 
… 
 
(Various, depends on Ss’ sentences.) 
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LG5 U3 L4 – Activity 2: Activities in a Week (R&E: Asking and Answering WH Questions to Talk About Future Activities on Each Day of the Week)13 min  

Objectives: Ss will be able to ask and answer WH (What) questions to talk about their future activities on each day of the week.  

Target Lang: What will Sam’s parents do on Monday? / Sam’s parents will go bird watching on Monday. / What will Sam do on Tuesday? / 
Sam will go swimming on Tuesday. / What will you do on Monday? / I will go swimming on Monday. 

Materials: LG5 U3 L4 PPT – Slide 5; LG5 U3 L4 Handout 1–My Friend’s Future Activities 

Interaction: T-Ss; Ss-Ss; S-S; S-Ss   

ACTIVITY STEPS Teacher Talk Student Output 

1. Guess the activity 
Act out the activities on the pictures then have Ss 
guess, one at a time. 

 
(T act out hiking.) What activity is it? 
Yes, it is. 
(T act out playing baseball.) What activity is 
it? 
Try again. 
… 

 
S1: Is it hiking? 
 
S2: Is it playing tennis? 
S3: Is it playing baseball? 
… 

2. Elicit WH (What) Q & As to talk about future activities 
on each day of the week — whole class 
Show LG5 U3 L4 PPT — Slide 5. 
Write a question mark and a full stop sign on the 
board to do silent elicitation.  
Cover the picture of “go bird watching”; point at 
“Sam’s Parents,” and the word “Monday” and then 
the question mark to elicit a sample ‘what’ question. 
Have Ss answer. 
Give help when needed.  
 
Keep doing elicitation in the same way. 

 
 
 
 
 
Say the question. 
Answer? 

 
 
What will Sam’s parents do on Monday? 
Sam’s parents will go bird watching on Monday. 
What will Tom do on Tuesday? 
Tom will go swimming on Tuesday. 
What will Eddy do on Wednesday? 
Eddy will go hiking on Wednesday. 
What will Sam’s sister do on Thursday? 
Sam’s sister will play baseball on Thursday. 
What will Ginger and Mimi do on Friday? 
Ginger and Mimi will play tennis on Friday. 
What will Sue do on Saturday? 
Sue will go fishing on Saturday. 
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3. Model WH (What) Q&As 
Call a S to practice doing WH (What) Q&As with you. 

 
S1, what will Sue do on Saturday? 
Now, ask a question. 
Tom will go swimming on Tuesday. 
… 

 
S1: Sue will go fishing on Saturday. 
   What will Tom do on Tuesday? 
 
   … 

4. Practice WH (What) Q&As — in pairs 
Pair up Ss to alternately ask and answer WH (What) 
questions about future activities of the cats on each 
day of the week. 
 

 
Work in pairs to alternately do Q&As. 

S1: What will Sam’s parents do on Monday? 
S2: Sam’s parents will go bird watching on Monday. 
   What will Tom do on Tuesday? 
S1: Tom will go swimming on Tuesday. 
   What will Eddy do on Wednesday? 
S2: Eddy will go hiking on Wednesday. 
   What will Sam’s sister do on Thursday? 
S1: Sam’s sister will play baseball on Thursday. 
   What will Ginger and Mimi do on Friday? 
S2: Ginger and Mimi will play tennis on Friday. 
   What will Sue do on Saturday? 
S1: Sue will go fishing on Saturday. 

5. Talk about Ss’ own future activities on each day of 
the week 
CLICK (6x) to show the pictures one at a time. 
Instruct Ss to pretend as Ginger to talk about future 
activities. 
 

 
 
 
You are Ginger.  
What will you do on Monday? 
(Click one at a time.) 

 
 
 
I will play volleyball with my friend on Monday. 
I will play tennis on Tuesday. 
I will go hiking on Wednesday. 
I will use the computer on Thursday. 
I will go swimming on Friday. 
I will go shopping on Saturday. 
 

6. Model WH (What) Q & As to talk about Ss’ own 
activity plan on each day of the week 
CLICK to show the empty boxes and incomplete 
sentences. 
Invite a S to do Q&As about future activities on a day 

 
 
 
 
DA, what will you do on Monday? 

 
 
 
 
DA: I will go hiking on Monday. 
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of the week. 
Instruct her/him to draw your activity on a sheet of 
paper as you draw her/his activity on the board.  
 
Instruct the S to show his/her drawing of you then say 
the completed sentence. 

Ask me the same question. 
I will play volleyball on Monday.  
Draw me playing volleyball. 
(T draws someone hiking on the board.) 
S1 will go hiking on Monday. 
Now, S1, show your drawing and say your 
sentence about me. 

   What will you do on Monday? 
 
(S1 draws someone playing volleyball on a sheet of paper.) 
 
 
 
 
T. Xx will play volleyball on Monday. (Shows drawing.) 

7. Practice WH (What) Q&As to draw and complete 
sentences about someone’s future activities — in 
pairs 
Distribute LG5 U3 L4 Handout 1–My Friend’s Future 
Activities. 
Pair up Ss to sit back to back. 
Instruct Ss do WH (What) Q&As and draw their 
partner’s future activities on each day of the week.  
Do this for 5 minutes (optional). 
 
Give some time for the Ss to complete the sentences 
about their partners. 
 
 

 
 
 
Work in pairs. Sit back to back. 
 
Within 5 minutes (optional), do WH (What) 
Q&As and draw your partner’s future 
activities on each day of the week. 
 
 
 
 
 
Now complete the sentences. 

 
 
 
 
S1: What will you do on Monday? 
S2: I will go swimming on Monday. 
  What will you do on Monday? 
S1: I will go skateboarding on Monday. 
(S1 & S2 draw each other’s future activities on their own 
worksheets.) 
S1: What will you do on Tuesday? 
S2: I will play baseball on Tuesday. 
… 
(Ss complete the sentences about their partners’ future 
activities.) 

8. Present in class 
Call individual Ss to show their drawings and read their 
sentences about their partners’ future activities in 
class. 

 
Show your drawing and then read your 
sentences. 

 
S1: Blaze will go swimming on Monday. He will play baseball on 
Tuesday. He will go skateboarding on Wednesday. He will go to 
art class on Thursday. 
He will play basketball on Friday. He will go hiking on Saturday. 
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LG5 U3 L4 – Activity 3: What will they need? (R&E: Asking and Answering WH Questions to Identify Outdoor Equipment)  9 min  

Objectives: Ss will be able to ask and answer WH (What) questions to identify outdoor equipment needed. 

Target Lang: a bathing suit, a towel, a tent, a flashlight, binoculars, a bird book, a backpack, hiking boots, a mitt, a baseball bat, a tennis 
ball, a tennis racquet, a fishing pole, bait, a canoe, a paddle / Bell will need a backpack and hiking boots. / What will she do? / 
Bell will go hiking. / What will she need? / I will go canoeing. / I will need a canoe and a paddle. 

Materials: LG5 U3 L4 PPT — Slides 6~7 

Interaction: T-Ss, Ss-Ss; S-S; S-Ss 

ACTIVITY STEPS Teacher Talk Student Output 

1. Name the outdoor equipment 
Show LG5 U3 L4 PPT — Slide 6. 
Point at each outdoor equipment and have Ss 
name them, one at a time. 

 
Name outdoor equipment. 

 
a bathing suit, a towel, a tent, a flashlight, binoculars, a bird book, a 
backpack, hiking boots, a mitt, a baseball bat, a tennis ball, a tennis 
racquet, a fishing pole, bait, a canoe, a paddle 

2. Make sentence to identify outdoor activities 
— whole class 
Point and make sentences about the 
equipment needed. 
Have Ss identify the first 2 outdoor activities, 
one at a time. 
CLICK one at a time to show the pictures of 
the activities to confirm Ss’ answer. 
 
Call a S to answer the third question. 
Instruct the S to ask a question and have 
everyone answer. 
Continue the Q&As until all the pictures of the 
activities are revealed. 

 
Grace will need a bathing suit and a towel.  
What will she do?  
(T clicks to show the picture of the activity.) 
Jenna and Emma will need a tent and a flashlight.  
What will they do?  
(T clicks to show the picture of the activity.) 
Jeff will need binoculars and a bird book.  
S1, what will he do? 
(T clicks to show the picture of the activity.) 
Make a sentence, then ask a question. 
Answer? 
S2, it’s your turn. 

 
 
All: Grace will go swimming. 
 
 
All: Jenna and Emma will go camping. 
 
 
 
S1: Jeff will go bird watching. 
 Bell will need a backpack and hiking boots. What will she do? 
Ss: Bell will go hiking. 
S2: Jenny will need a mitt and a baseball bat. What will she do? 
Ss: Jenny will play baseball. 
S3: Martin will need a tennis ball and a tennis racquet. What will he 
do? 
… 
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3. Elicit WH (What) Q & As to talk about 
equipment needed for each outdoor activity 
— whole class 
Show LG5 U3 L4 PPT — Slide 7. 
Write a question mark and a full stop sign on 
the board to do silent elicitation.  
Point at Sam’s sister and the picture of “go 
swimming” to elicit a sentence.  
Cover the pictures of a towel and a bathing 
suit; point at at Sam’s sister and the question 
mark to elicit the question. 
Have Ss answer. 
Give help when needed.  

 
Keep doing elicitation in the same way. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
What’s the sentence? 
What’s the question? 
Answer? 

 
 
 
 
 
Sam’s sister will go swimming. What will she need? 
Sam’s sister will need a bathing suit and a towel. 
Tom will go camping. What will he need? 
Tom will need a tent and a flashlight. 
Ginger’s mother will go bird watching. What will she need? 
Ginger’s mother will need binoculars and a bird book. 
Eddy will go hiking. What will he need? 
Eddy will need a backpack and hiking boots. 
… 

4. Model WH (What) Q & As 
Invite a S to do WH (What) Q&As with you. 
Make a sentence about an outdoor activity 
then ask about the outdoor equipment 
needed. 
 

 
S1, please come here. 
Sam will play tennis. What will he need? 
 
Now, make a sentence then ask a question. 
Sam’s sister will need a bathing suit and a towel. 

 
 
S1: Sam will need a tennis ball and a tennis racquet. 
   
 Sam’s sister will go swimming. What will she need? 
 

5. Practice WH (What) Q & As about the 
equipment needed for each activity — in 
pairs 
Pair up Ss to alternately do WH (What) Q&As 
about the needed equipment for each 
outdoor activity. 

 
Work in pairs to do alternate Q&As. 

 
S1: Mimi will play baseball. What will she need? 
S2: Mimi will need a mitt and a baseball bat. 
 Sam will play tennis. What will he need? 
S1: Sam will need a tennis ball and a tennis racquet. 
 Sue’s father will go fishing. What will he need? 
S2: Sue’s will need a fishing pole and bait. 
 Ginger will go canoeing. What will she need? 
S1: Ginger will need a canoe and a paddle. 
 Sam’s sister will go swimming. What will she need? 
S2: Sam’s sister will need a bathing suit and a towel. 
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 Tom will go camping. What will he need? 
S1: Tom will need a tent and a flashlight. 
 Ginger’s mother will go bird watching. What will she need? 
S2: Ginger’s mother will need binoculars and a bird book. 
 Eddy will go hiking. What will he need? 
S1: Eddy will need a backpack and hiking boots. 

6. Talk about future plans 
Read the sentence indicated under Teacher 
talk. 
Call individual Ss to talk about their own plans 
and the things they think they’ll need. 
 

 
I will go hiking. I will need hiking boots and a 
backpack. 
What about you?  

 
 
 
S1: I will go canoeing. I will need a canoe and a paddle. 
S2: I will play baseball. I will need a baseball bat and a mitt. 
S3: I will go to school tomorrow. I will need a pencil and my books. 
S4: I will go shopping tomorrow. I will need a bag and some money. 
… 
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LG5 U3 L4 – Activity 4: Birthday Plans (PR: Talking About Birthday Plans)  7 min  

Objectives: Ss will be able to talk about their birthday plans using the structure, “I’m going to”. 

Target Lang: January, February, march, April, May, June, July, August, September, October, November, December / When’s your birthday? / My birthday is on 
September 4th. / What are you going to do on your birthday? / I’m going to go bowling on my birthday. / Karina’s birthday is on September 4th. / She’s 
going to go bowling on her birthday. 

Materials: None 

Interaction: T-Ss, S-S, S-Ss 

ACTIVITY STEPS Teacher Talk Student Output 

1. Elicit the months of the year 
Have ss name the months of the year. 

 
What are the months of the year? 

 
January, February, march, April, May, June, July, August, 
September, October, November, December. 

2. Elicit Ss’ birthdays 
Randomly call Ss to talk about their birthdays. 

 
When’s your birthday? 

 
My birthday is on December 1st. 
My birthday is on July 20th. 
My birthday is on June 29th. 
… 
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3. Elicit birthday plans 
Have Ss talk about their birthday plans using the grammar 
structure “I’m going to…” 
 
Ask several Ss to talk about their birthday and share their 
plans for it. 
Continue by instructing some Ss to ask other Ss to talk 
about their birthday plans, one at a time. 
 
Continue as needed. 

 
My birthday is on July 15th. I’m going to go 
mountain climbing on my birthday. 
(Depends on the T). 
S1, When’s your birthday? 
What are you going to do on your 
birthday? 
S2, when’s your birthday?  
What are you going to do? 
S2, ask S3. 
 
… 

 
 
 
 
S1: My birthday is on October 19th. 
 I’m going to have a party on my birthday. 
S2: My birthday is on January 24th. 
 I’m going to eat outside on my birthday. 
 S3, when’s your birthday? 
S3: My birthday is on March 3rd.  
S2: What are you going to do? 
S3: I’m going to go horseback riding on my birthday. 
… 

4. Model the interview 
Call a S to answer your question then share his/her 
answer in class. 

 
Kristy, when’s your birthday? What are you 
going to do on your birthday? 
Her birthday is on May 19th. She’s going to 
eat outside on her birthday. 
Now, ask a classmate. 

 
Kristy: My birthday is on May 19th. I’m going to eat outside on 
  my birthday. 
 
  

Karina, when’s your birthday? What are you going to do 
   on your birthday? 
Karina: My birthday is on September 4th. I’m going to go   

bowling on my birthday. 
Kristy: Karina’s birthday is on September 4th. She’s going to go 
  bowling on her birthday. 

5. Interview 5 classmates about their date of birth and 
birthday plans 
Instruct Ss to go around the class to interview at least 5 
classmates about their date of birth and birthday plans. 
Have Ss write their classmates’ answers on any sheet of 
paper and be ready to share them in class. 

 
 
Go around and ask at least 5 classmates . 
Write down their answers. 

 
 
(Ss go around and ask at least 5 classmates about their 
birthday and birthday plans.) 

6. Present in class 
Call individual Ss to share the information they got from 
their classmates. 

 
S1, share the information you have in class. 
 

 
S1: Melvin’s birthday is on October 10th. He’s going to go hiking 

on his birthday. 
   Jeremy’s birthday is on June 3rd. He’s going to have a party 
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S2, it’s your turn. 

on his birthday. 
   Jackson’s birthday is on December 15th. He’s going to have 

a party on his birthday, too. 
   Remy’s birthday is on February 6th. She’s going to her 

grandparent’s home on her birthday. 
   Amy’s birthday is on August 26th. She’s going to eat 

chocolates and some cake on her birthday. 
 

(Sentences depend on Ss’ output.) 
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LG5 U3 L4 – Activity 5: We’re going… I’m going… (R&E: Modifying the Conversation)  8 min  

Objectives: Ss will be able to modify and role play the conversation.  

Target Lang: We’re going to go camping this weekend. / What are you going to do? / I don’t know. / Nothing much. / Would you like to go 
camping with us? / Sure, I’d love to. / But I have to ask my parents. / Ok. You’ll need a sleeping bag and a pillow. / Bring some 
warm clothes too. / It’ll be cold at night. / Ok. Thank you. 

Materials: LG5 U3 L4 PPT—Slides 8~10 

Interaction: T-Ss, Ss-Ss; S-S 

ACTIVITY STEPS Teacher Talk Student Output 

1. Role play the conversation using picture prompts — in 3 
groups 
Show LG5 U3 L4 PPT — Slide 8. 
Divide the class into three groups; assign the characters to 
each group. 
CLICK (7x) to show the picture prompts one at a time. 
Have Ss role play the conversation of the cats based on the 
picture prompts. 
 
Switch roles to do it again.   

 
You are Sam. 
You are Sue. 
You are Eddy.  
Role play the conversation based on the 
pictures. 

 
 
Sam: We’re going to go camping this weekend. What are you 

going to do? 
Sue: I don’t know. Nothing much. 
Sam: Would you like to go camping with us? 
Sue: Sure, I’d love to. But I have to ask my parents. 
Sam: Ok. You’ll need a sleeping bag and a pillow. 
Eddy: Bring some warm clothes too. It’ll be cold at night. 
Sue: Ok. Thank you! 
 

2. Role play the modified version of the conversation 
Show LG5 U3 L4 PPT — Slide 9. 
Instruct Ss to be Sue and you will be Sam. 
CLICK (6x) to show each picture prompt. 

 
 
I am Sam and you are Sue. 
 
S1, I’m going to go fishing this weekend. 
What are you going to do? 
Would you like to go fishing with me? 
Ok. You’ll need a fishing pole and bait. 

 
 
 
 
 
Ss: I don’t know. Nothing much. 
S1: Sure, I’d love to. But I have to ask my parents. 
S1: Ok. Thank you! 
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3. Modify the conversation — in pairs 
Show LG5 U3 L4 PPT — Slide 10. 
Pair up Ss to talk about their own future activities and 
equipment to modify the conversation. 
 

 
 
Work in pairs to be Mimi and Sam. 
Complete the sentences. 
 
You have 1 minute to prepare for a 
presentation. 

 
 
S1: I’m going to play tennis this weekend. What are you 
going to do? 
S2: I don’t know. Nothing much. 
S1: Would you like to play tennis with me? 
S2: Sure, I’d love to. But I have to ask my parents. 
S1: Ok. You’ll need a tennis ball and a tennis racquet. 
S2: Ok. Thank you! 
(Ss’ conversation depends on their modification.) 

4. Present the Conversation to the class 

Invite several pairs to present in class, one at a time. 

 
Show your conversation to the class. 

Same as above. 
(Ss’ conversation depends on their modification.) 
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LG5 U3 L4 – Wrap Up: She will need...  2 min 

Objectives:  Ss will be able to identify the needed equipment for each outdoor activity. 

Target Lang:  She will need a mitt and a bat. / She will need a bathing suit and a towel. 

Materials:  LG5 U3 L4 PPT — Slide 11  

Interaction:  T-Ss; Ss-Ss 

ACTIVITY STEPS Teacher Talk Student Output 

1. Say the needed equipment for each outdoor 
activity — in 2 groups 
Show LG5 U3 L4 PPT — Slide 11. 
Divide the class in 2 groups. 
Point at the picture and ask “What will she 
need?” and then have Group 2 answer. 
CLICK to show the next picture and ask the same 
question. 
 
Continue to CLICK to show the rest of the 
pictures one at a time. 
Instruct both groups to stand and say the 2 
equipment needed for each outdoor activity 
that appears on their side of the screen. 

 
You are group 1 and group 2. 
 
G2, what will she need? 
 
G1, what will she need? 
 
 
Stand up and answer what will they need. 

 
 
 
G2: She will need a mitt and a baseball bat. 
 
G1: She will need a bathing suit and a towel. 
 
G2: He will need a fishing pole and bait. 
G1: They will need a tent and a flashlight. 
G1: He will need a tennis racquet and a tennis ball. 
G1: He will need binoculars and a bird book. 
G2: They will need a canoe and a paddle. 
G2: She will need a bathing suit and a towel. 
G2: He will need binoculars and a bird book. 
G1: She will need a mitt and a baseball bat. 
G1: They will need a canoe and a paddle. 
G2: They will need a tent and a flashlight. 
G1: He will need a fishing pole and bait. 
G2: She will need a backpack and hiking boots. 
G2: He will need a tennis racquet and a tennis ball. 
G1: She will need a backpack and hiking boots. 
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LG5 U3 L4 Handout 1—My Friend’s Future Activities  
 

 

My Friend’s Future Activities 
 

Name: ___________ 
Friend’s Name: ___________ 
 
I. Draw your friend’s future activities on each day of the week. 

 

II. Complete the sentences based on your friend’s future activities. 

 
1.  _______ will _____________ on Monday. 
2.  _______ will _____________ on Tuesday. 
3.  _______ will _____________ on Wednesday. 
4.  _______ will _____________ on Thursday. 
5.  _______ will _____________ on Friday. 
6.  _______ will _____________ on Saturday. 
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LG5 U3 L5 
 

Time 50 min 

Materials: LG5 U3 L5 PPT; Projector; Courseware 

 

LG5 U3 Unit Objectives:  

1. Ss will be able to extend, accept or refuse invitations. 

2. Ss will be able to name and identify outdoor activities and equipment. 

3. Ss will be able to ask and answer WH and Y/N questions to express needs using will. 

4. Ss will be able to describe tomorrow’s weather. 

5. Ss will be able to distinguish between, pronounce words and read words with letters sk and sch. 

 

LG5 U3 Lesson 5 Objectives:  

1. Ss will be able to name, read and match pictures with sk and sch words. 

2. Ss will be able to ask and answer Y/N (Will) questions about tomorrow’s weather and appropriate clothes to wear. 

3. Ss will be able to ask and answer Y/N (Will) questions and identify true or false statements about future activities. 

4. Ss will be able to tell future plans based on interests. 
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LG5 U3 L5 Activity Overview: 

Time 4’ 4’ 9’ 7’ 5’ 8’ 10’ 3’ 

Act. # Type Warm- Up R-Activity 1 R&E -Activity 2 R-Activity 3 ML-Activity 4 R&E-Activity 5 R&E-Activity 6 Wrap Up 

Name & 
Description of 

Activity 

Song 
“What Are 

You Doing?” 

Name, read 
and match it!  

* Naming, 
Reading and 

Matching 
Pictures with 

sk and sch 
Words 

Will it rain? What will 
I need? 

* Asking and 
Answering Y/N 

Questions to Describe 
Tomorrow’s Weather 
and the Appropriate 

Clothes to Wear 

Make 10 
Sentences 

* Asking and 
Answering 

Questions and 
Making Sentences 
about Future Plans 

Hot Seat  
* Identifying Activities 

Based on Given 
Descriptions 

They will/ they 
won’t…  

* Asking and 
Answering Y/N 
Questions and 

Identifying True or 
False Statements 

about Future 
Activities 

Future Plans 
* Talking about Future 

Plans Based on 
Interests 

Exit Pass 

Target 
Language 

What are you 
doing? 
I’m playing a 
game. Watch 
what I do and 
then do the 
same. 
Clap your 
hands. 
Count to 
three. 
Raise your 
hands. 
Wave at me. 

skeleton 
skirt 
skunk 
sky 
skate 
skateboard 
scholar 
school 
schoolbag 
schedule 

Sunday, Monday, 
shorts, a dress, a coat, 
a sweater, a shirt, a 
skirt 
It’s sunny. 
It’s windy. 
Today is Monday. 
Will it rain tomorrow? 
Yes, it will. 
No, it won’t.  It will 
be cloudy tomorrow. 
Tomorrow will be 
windy. Will I need 
shorts? 
Yes, you will. 
No, you won’t. You’ll 
need a dress 
tomorrow.  
 

They are going to 
go camping this 
week. 
They are watching 
the weather report 
because they need 
to plan what to 
bring. 
They need to bring 
warm clothes 
because it’ll be 
cold at night. 
They hope the 
weather will be 
good. 
Yes, she does. 
Sue will need a 
sleeping bag and a 
pillow. 
They’ll need warm 
clothes. 
  

go horseback riding 
go fishing 
do a magic trick 
sing a song, play the 
piano 
go camping 
go to bed 
eat breakfast 
play catch 
talk on the telephone 
You do it every night 
for 8 hours. 
What is it? 
Is it sleeping? 
Yes, it is. 
No, it isn’t. 

go hiking, go 
swimming, go 
camping, play 
baseball, play 
volleyball, sweep 
the floor, vacuum 
the carpet, feed 
the dog, wash the 
dishes 
Will Tom collect 
stamps tomorrow 
afternoon? 
No, he won’t. Tom 
will go camping 
tomorrow 
afternoon. 
Will Ginger go 
shopping 
tomorrow 
afternoon? 
Yes, she will. 
True! False! 

Roy likes to go hiking 
but he has to feed the 
dog. 
Martin will need 
binoculars and a bird 
book. 
Martin would love to 
go bird watching but 
right now, he has to 
vacuum the carpet. 
He will go bird 
watching next 
weekend. 
He will need 
binoculars and a bird 
book. 

If you go 
camping, you’ll 
need a tent and 
a flashlight. 
Tomorrow will 
be rainy. I will 
need a 
sweater. 
You won’t need 
binoculars 
when you go 
swimming. 
Roy likes to go 
hiking but he 
has to feed the 
dog. 
The scholar is 
wearing a skirt. 
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LG5 U3 L5 – Warm Up: Song “What Are You Doing?”  4 min 

Objectives:  Ss will be able to recall activities to modify the lyrics of the song “What are You Doing?” 

Target Lang: What are you doing? / I’m playing a game. / Watch what I do and then do the same. / Clap your hands. / Count to three. / Raise your hands. / Wave at me. 

Materials: LG2 U8 Courseware — Song 

Interaction: T-Ss; S-Ss; Ss-Ss 

ACTIVITY STEPS Teacher Talk Student Output 

1. Sing “What are You Doing?” with the Courseware 

Play LG2 U8 Courseware — Song. 

Have Ss sing the song with the Courseware. 

 
Let’s sing and dance the song, “What 
are You Doing?”. 

What are you doing? 
I’m playing a game. Watch what I do and then do the same. 
Clap your hands. 
Count to three. 
Raise your hands. 
Wave at me. 

2. Do the actions in a revised song 
Pause the Courseware and instruct Ss to stand up. 
Have Ss sing “What Are You Doing?” then continue the 
song by naming other activities. 
Have everyone repeat as they act out the phrases. 
 

 

 
Everybody, stand up.  
Let’s sing the first sentence. 
 
I’m playing a game. Watch what I do 
and then do the same. 
go hiking (do the action) 
play baseball (do the action) 
go swimming (do the action) 
go horseback riding (do the action) 

 
 
All: What are you doing? 
 
 
 
   go hiking (do the action) 
   play baseball (do the action) 
   go swimming (do the action) 
   go horseback riding (do the action) 

3. Name and act out activities — in 2 groups 
Divide the class into 2 groups, and have them stand in 2 
opposite lines. 
Randomly point at any member of each group to name 

 
You are group 1 and 2. Stand in 2 
opposite lines. 
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any activity, one at a time. 
Have the group opposite to the member’s group repeat 
and act out the activity.  
 
Continue the activity to give more chances to other 
members of each group as you elicit more activities. 

G1-S1, name an activity. 
G2, repeat and act it out. 
G2-S6, name an activity. 
G1, repeat and act it out. 
G1-S9, it’s your turn. 
… 

G1-S1: go fishing 
G2: go fishing (G2 act out) 
G2-S6: sing a song 
G1: sing a song (G1 act out) 
G1-S9: dance 
… 

4. Sing and act out the song using other action words — in 2 
groups 
Give some time for Ss to collaborate with group mates to 
choose 4 activities to use for the song. 
 
Sing the first sentence on the TT as you point at group 1. 
Have G1 sing the song and name 4 activities, as G2 repeats 
and acts out. 
 
Switch roles and do the same procedure. 

 
 
As a group, choose 4 activities for the 
song. 
 
Group 1, what are you doing? (T sings 
as she/he points at G1.) Sing and 
name 4 activities.  
Group 2, repeat and act out. 
 
Switch roles. 

 
 
 
 
 
G1: I’m playing a game.  
   Watch what I do and then do the same. 
G1: play tennis        G2: play tennis 
G1: practice the piano  G2: practice the piano 
G1: go canoeing       G2: go canoeing 
G1: dance            G2: dance 
(Words depend on Ss.) 
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LG5 U3 L5 – Activity 1: Name, read and match it! (R: Naming, Reading and Matching Pictures with sk and sch Words)  4 min  

Objectives: Ss will be able to name, read and match pictures with sk and sch words. 

Target Lang: skeleton, skirt, skunk, sky, skate, skateboard, scholar, school, schoolbag, schedule 

Materials: LG5 U3 L5 PPT – Slide 2 

Interaction: T-Ss, S-S 

ACTIVITY STEPS Teacher Talk Student Output 

1. Elicit words with sch and sk 
Have Ss say words with sch and sk. 

 
What are the words with sch? 
What are the words with sk? 

 
schedule, school, schoolbag, scholar 
skeleton, skunk, skirt, skate, sky, skate 
 

2. Name the pictures 
Show LG5 U3 L5 PPT — Slide 2. 
Say each letter and have everyone name the picture next 
to it. 

 
Name the picture. 
a, b, e, c, f, d, j, h, g, i 

 
skate, schoolbag, skirt, schedule, school, sky, scholar, 
skateboard, skunk, skeleton 

3. Read the words 
CLICK to show the words one at a time. 
Have Ss read each word.  

 
Read the words 

 
skeleton, skirt, skunk, sky, skate, skateboard, scholar, 
school, schoolbag, schedule 
 

4. Match the corresponding pictures 
Have Ss write the numbers 1-10 on a piece of paper, 
then the letter of the picture that matches the word on 
each number. 

 
Match the words with pictures, write the right 
numbers and letters. 
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5. Check answers — in pairs 
Have Ss orally check their answers in pairs, without 
showing their paper. 

 
Check your answers with your partner. Don’t show 
your paper. 
Say, for example: Number 1 is “skeleton”, picture 
“i”. 

Number 1 is “skeleton”, picture i. 
Number 2 is “skirt”, picture e. 
Number 3 is “skunk”, picture g. 
Number 4 is “sky”, picture d. 
Number 5 is “skate”, picture a. 
Number 6 is “skateboard”, picture h. 
Number 7 is “scholar”, picture j. 
Number 8 is “school”, picture f. 
Number 9 is “schoolbag”, picture b. 
Number 10 is “schedule”, picture c 
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LG5 U3 L5 – Activity 2: Will it rain? What will I need? (R&E: Asking and Answering Y/N Questions to Describe Tomorrow’s Weather and 

the Appropriate Clothes to Wear)  9 min  

Objectives: Ss will be able to ask and answer Y/N (Will) questions to describe tomorrow’s weather and the appropriate clothes to wear. 

Target Lang: Sunday, Monday, shorts, a dress, a coat, a sweater, a shirt, a skirt / It’s sunny. / It’s windy. / Today is Monday. / Will it rain tomorrow? 
/ Yes, it will. / No, it won’t. / It will be cloudy tomorrow. / Tomorrow will be windy. / Will I need shorts? / Yes, you will. / No, you won’t. 
/ You’ll need a dress tomorrow.  

Materials: LG5 U3 L5 PPT — Slides 3~4 

Interaction: T-Ss; Ss-Ss; S-S; S-Ss 

ACTIVITY STEPS Teacher Talk Student Output 

1. Elicit the days of the week 
Have Ss name the days of the week. 

 
What are the days of the week? 

Sunday, Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, 
Saturday 

2. Describe the types of weather 
Show LG5 U3 L5 PPT — Slide 3. 
Point at each picture. 
Have Ss describe the weather based on the pictures. 

 
 
How’s the weather? 

 
It’s sunny. 
It’s windy. 
It’s cloudy. 
It’s rainy. 
It’s snowy. 
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3. Describe the weather on each day of the week 
Show LG5 U3 L5 PPT — Slide 4. 
Ask “How will the weather be on (Sunday)?”  
Have Ss talk about the expected weather on the first two days 
of the week based on the weather forecast. 
Call individual Ss to ask questions then have everyone 
answer. 

 
 
How will the weather be on Sunday? 
How will the weather be on Monday? 
 
S1, ask a question. 
Everybody answer. 
S2, ask a question. 
… 
 

 
 
All: It will be snowy. 
All: It will be cloudy. 
 
S1: How will the weather be on Tuesday? 
All: It will be cloudy. 
S2: How will the weather be on Wednesday? 
All: It will be Rainy. 
S3: How will the weather be on Thursday? 
All: It will be rainy. 
S4: How will the weather be on Friday? 
All: It will be windy. 
S5: How will the weather be on Saturday? 
All: It will be sunny. 

4. Elicit Y/N (Will) Q & As to talk about tomorrow’s weather — 
whole class 
CLICK to remove the details of the weather forecast. 
Make a sentence about the day and ask “Will it rain 
tomorrow?”  
Have Ss say “yes, it is” if it’s right or “no, it isn’t” if it’s not and 
then describe the weather. 
Do this 2 times. 
 
Write a question mark and a period on the board.  
Point at the words “today” and “Monday” and then the 
period to elicit the sentence. Cover the picture of “cloudy” 
under Tuesday; point at the picture of “sunny” and then the 
question mark to elicit the Y/N (Will) question. 
Have everyone answer. 
Keep doing elicitation in the same way. 

 
 
 
Today is Sunday. Will it be rainy tomorrow? 
 
Today is Tuesday. Will it be rainy tomorrow? 
 
 
 

 
 
 
No, it won’t. It will be cloudy. 
 
Yes, it will. 
 
 
Today is Monday. Will it be sunny tomorrow? 
No, it won’t. It will be cloudy. 
Today is Wednesday. Will it be snowy tomorrow? 
No, it won’t. It will be rainy tomorrow. 
Today is Thursday. Will it be rainy tomorrow? 
No, it won’t. It will be windy tomorrow. 
Today is Friday. Will it be sunny tomorrow? 
Yes, it will. 
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5. Model Y/N (Will) Q&As to talk about tomorrow’s weather 
Make a sentence about the day and ask “Will it rain 
tomorrow?”  
Call a S to answer. Instruct him/her to make a sentence to 
identify the day “today” and then ask a Y/N question about 
the weather tomorrow. 
Repeat the procedure several times. 

 
 
Today is Sunday. S1, will it be rainy 
tomorrow? 
Now, identify the day today and then ask a 
question. 
No, it won’t. It will be stormy tomorrow. 
Today is Wednesday. Will it be rainy 
tomorrow? 

 
 
S1: No, it won’t. It will be cloudy tomorrow. 
    
Today is Monday. Will it be rainy tomorrow? 
 
   Yes, it will. 

6. Do alternate Y/N (Will) Q&As about tomorrow’s weather — 
in pairs 
Pair up Ss to make sentences to identify the day “today” and 
then ask and answer Y/N (Will) questions about tomorrow’s 
weather based on the Weather Forecast. 

 
 
Work in pairs to alternately make sentences 
to identify the day today and then ask and 
answer Y/N questions about tomorrow’s 
weather. 

 
 
S1: Today is Sunday. Will it be snowy tomorrow? 
S2: No, it won’t. It will be cloudy tomorrow. 
   Today is Monday. Will it be stormy tomorrow? 
S1: Yes, it will. 
… 

7. Name clothes 
CLICK to show the picture of the clothes. 
Point at the pictures randomly and have Ss name the clothes, 
one at a time. 

 
 
Name the clothes. 

 
 
shorts, a dress, a coat, a sweater, a shirt, a skirt, slippers, 
a blouse, pants, boots, pajamas, shoes 

8. Model to do Y/N (Will) Q&As about clothes to wear based 
on tomorrow’s weather 
Describe tomorrow’s weather then ask “Will I need (name 
clothes) tomorrow?  
Have Ss say “yes, you will” if yes or “no, you won’t” if no and 
then call a S to name clothes appropriate for tomorrow’s 
weather. 
Call a S to describe tomorrow’s weather and then ask you a 
Y/N (Will) question about what clothes he/she should wear 
tomorrow. 
Repeat as needed. 

 
 
Tomorrow will be cloudy. Will I need a 
sweater? 
 
 
Tomorrow will be sunny. Will I need a coat? 
S1, what will I need tomorrow? 
Now, describe tomorrow’s weather and ask a 
Y/N question about what clothes you should 
wear. 
No, you won’t. You’ll need pants tomorrow. 
… 

 
 
All: Yes, you will. 
 
 
 No, you won’t.  
S1: You’ll need a dress tomorrow. 
 
   Tomorrow will be windy. Will I need shorts? 
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9. Do Y/N (Will) Q&As about clothes to wear based on 
tomorrow’s weather — in pairs 
Have Ss work in pairs again to describe tomorrow’s weather 
and do Y/N (Will) Q & As about the proper clothes to wear 
based on tomorrow’s weather.  

 
 
Work with your partner to describe 
tomorrow’s weather and do Y/N Q & As 
about clothes to wear based on tomorrow’s 
weather. 

 
S1: Tomorrow will be sunny. Will I need boots? 
S2: No, you won’t. You’ll need shoes tomorrow. 
 Tomorrow will be windy. Will I need socks? 
S1: Yes, you will. 
 Tomorrow will be sunny. Will I need a dress? 
S2: Yes, you will. 

10. Say three 
Describe tomorrow’s weather, one at a time. 
Randomly call individual Ss to say 3 clothes that you’ll need 
based on tomorrow’s weather. 

 
Tomorrow will be snowy. What will I need? 
S1, say three clothes that I’ll need. 
S2, tomorrow will be sunny. What will I 
need? 
Tomorrow will be cloudy. S3, what will I 
need? 
… 

 
 
S1: You’ll need a coat, socks, and boots tomorrow. 
S2: You’ll need a dress or a skirt and a shirt tomorrow. 
S3: You’ll need a sweater, shoes and socks tomorrow. 
… 
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LG5 U3 L5 – Activity 3: Make 10 Sentences (R: Asking and Answering Questions and Making Sentences about Future Plans)  7 min  

Objectives: Ss will be able to ask and answer questions and make sentences about future plans.  

Target Lang: They are going to go camping this week. / They are watching the weather report because they need to plan what to bring. / They 
need to bring warm clothes because it’ll be cold at night. / They hope the weather will be good. / Yes, she does. / Sue will need a 
sleeping bag and a pillow. / They’ll need warm clothes. 

Materials: LG5 U3 L5 PPT — Slide 5 

Interaction: T-Ss, Ss-Ss;  

ACTIVITY STEPS Teacher Talk Student Output 

1. Elicit Q & As to talk about Sam, Eddy and Sue — whole 
class 
Show LG5 U3 L5 PPT — Slide 5. 
Write a question mark and a period on the board.  
Cover the picture of “go camping”; point at the cats and 
the phrase “this weekend” and then point at the 
question mark to elicit a sample “What) question. 
Have everyone answer. 
Cover the phrase “this weekend”; point at the cats and 
the picture of “go camping” and then the question mark 
to elicit a sample “When” question. 
Cover the sentence “What should we bring?”; point at 
the cats, the picture of “watching the weather report” 
and then the question to elicit a sample “Why” question. 
Cover the picture of Sue (while she’s excited about the 
camping trip); point at Sue (standing in the living room), 
Sam, Eddy, the picture of “go camping” and then the 
question mark to elicit a sample Y/N question. 
Keep doing elicitation in the same way. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Ask questions. 
Answer? 

What are they going to do this weekend? 
They are going to go camping. 
When are they going to go camping? 
They are going to go camping this weekend. 
Why are they watching the weather report? 
They are watching the weather report because they need to plan 
what to bring. 
Does Sue want to go camping with them? 
Yes, she does. 
 
What are they watching? 
They are watching the weather report. 
Why do they need to bring warm clothes? 
They need to bring warm clothes because it’ll be cold at night. 
What type of weather are they hoping for? 
They are hoping for a good weather. 
What does Sue have to do? 
Sue has to bring a sleeping bag and a pillow. 
It’ll be cold at night. What will they need? 
They’ll need warm clothes. 

2. Make 10 sentences about the picture — in 4 groups 
Divide the class into 4 groups. 
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Instruct each group to make sentences based on the 
given picture.  
 

You are group 1, 2, 3 and 4. 
Make 10 sentences about the pictures. 
 

3. Present sentences to the class 
Invite each group to say their 10 sentences to the class. 

 
Group 1, stand up and say your sentences 
together. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Group 2, it’s your turn. 

They are Sam, Eddy and Sue. 
They are watching the weather report. 
They are going to go camping. 
They will go camping this weekend. 
They’ll need a flashlight. 
They’ll need a tent. 
They have a fishing pole. 
They have a tent. 
They have a flashlight. 
 
Sue will need a sleeping bag and a pillow. 
They will need warm clothes. 
Sue wants to go camping with Sam and Eddy. 
Sue will ask her parents. 
They are cats. 
They are hoping for a good weather. 
… 
(Various sentences depend on Ss’ output.) 
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LG5 U3 L5 – Activity 4: Hot Seat (ML: Identifying Activities Based on Given Descriptions)  5 min  

Objectives: Ss will be able to describe and identify activities.  

Target Lang: go horseback riding, go fishing, do a magic trick, sing a song, play the piano, go camping, go to bed, eat breakfast, play catch, 
talk on the telephone, You do it every night for 8 hours. /What is it? / Is it sleeping? / Yes, it is. / No, it isn’t. 

Materials: LG5 U3 L5 PPT — Slide 6 

Interaction: T-Ss, S-S, S-Ss 

ACTIVITY STEPS Teacher Talk Student Output 

1. Name the activities 
Show LG5 U3 L5 PPT — Slide 6. 
Point at several pictures and have everyone name 
them, one at time. 

 
Name the picture. 

go to bed, eat breakfast, write the alphabet, go horseback riding, 
do a magic trick, go camping, go swimming, play tennis, go 
hiking, play catch, watch TV, go bird watching, go fishing, play 
baseball, go canoeing, sing a song, dance, talk on the telephone, 
fly a kite, speak English, play the piano 

2. Describe and identify activities 
Make one or more sentences about an activity without 
naming it, until Ss are able to identify it. 
Have Ss identify the specific activity being described. 
 
Call individual S to make sentences about any of the 
activities then have him/her call individual Ss to answer. 

 
You can do it by the pond. What activity is it? 
Yes, it is. 
You will need some string to do it. What is it? 
No, it isn’t. 
You usually do it when it’s windy. What is it? 
Yes, it is. 
S1, make sentences, let us guess the activity . 
Call a classmate to answer. 
 
S2, it’s your turn to make sentences. 
 
 
 
S4, make another sentence, and then call a 
classmate to answer. 

 
Is it fishing? 
 
Is it fishing? 
 
 
Is it flying a kite? 
 
 
S1: You do it every night for 8 hours. S2 what is it? 
S2: Is it sleeping? 
S1: Yes, it is. 
S2: You’ll need a ball to play it. S3, what is it? 
S3: Is it playing baseball? 
S2: No, it isn’t. 
S4: You’ll need a racquet for it. S5, what is it? 
S5: Is it playing tennis? 
S4: Yes, it is. 
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3. Hot seat — in 4 groups 
Group Ss into 4. 
Invite 1 representative from each group to sit in front, 
facing the Ss and unable to see the slides on the board. 
 
CLICK (5x) to make a pictures appear, one at a time. 
Call individual Ss from each group to make a sentence 
about the picture on the board.  
Instruct 4 Ss that they are not allowed to look at the 
board. The first S who will raise his/her right hand and 
guess the correct  pictures gets a point for his/her 
group. 
Have everyone confirm the answer.  
 
Invite another set of Ss from each group to guess. 
 
Repeat the procedure for the remaining 4 pictures (i.e. 
playing the piano, …) 

 
You are group 1, 2, 3 and 4. 
G1-S1, G2-S1, G3-S1 and G4-S1 come and sit in 
front. 
Don’t look at the board. 
 (T clicks to show a picture.) 
G1-S2, make a sentence about the picture. 
Who knows the answer? 
 
Everybody, answer. 
Your group gets one point! 
 
G1-S2, G2-S2, G3-S2 and G4-S2 come and sit in 
front. 
(T clicks to show a picture.) 
G2-S3, make a sentence. 
 
G4-S3, make another sentence about the 
picture. 
 
G1-S3, G2-S3, G3-S3 and G4-S3, it’s your turn. 
(T clicks to show a picture.) 
… 

 
 
 
 
 
 
G1-S2: You use something to talk to a friend. 
G2-S1: Is it talking on the telephone? (raises his/her right hand) 
 
All: Yes, it is. 
 
 
G2-S3: You can sing songs when you do it. What is it? 
G4-S2: Is it singing? (raises his/her hand) 
All: No, it isn’t. 
 
G4-S3: You use your fingers to play and make music. What is it? 
G3-S2: Is it playing the piano? (raises his/her hand) 
All: Yes, it is. 
… 
 
(Sentences will depend on Ss.) 
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LG5 U3 L5 – Activity 5: They will/ they won’t… (R&E: Asking and Answering Y/N Questions and Identifying True or False Statements about 

Future Activities)  8 min  

Objectives: Ss will be able to ask and answer Y/N (Will) questions and identify true or false statements about future activities. 

Target Lang: go hiking, go swimming, go camping, play baseball, play volleyball, sweep the floor, vacuum the carpet, feed the dog, wash the 
dishes / Will Tom collect stamps tomorrow afternoon? / No, he won’t. / Tom will go camping tomorrow afternoon. / Will Ginger go 
shopping tomorrow afternoon? / Yes, she will. / True! False! 

Materials: LG5 U3 L5 PPT — Slides 7~8 

Interaction: T-Ss; Ss-Ss; S-S; S-Ss 

ACTIVITY STEPS Teacher Talk Student Output 

1. Elicit future activities 
Have Ss name several favorite activities and 
household responsibilities. 

 
Name favorite activities. 
Name household responsibilities. 

 
go hiking, go swimming, go camping, play baseball, play volleyball 
… 
sweep the floor, vacuum the carpet, feed the dog, wash the dishes 
… 

2. Name pictures of favorite activities and 
responsibilities 
Show LG5 U3 L5 PPT — Slide 7. 
Randomly point at some of the pictures and 
have everyone name them. 

 
 
Name the pictures. 

 
feed the dog, throw the trash, go swimming, play volleyball, collect 
stamps, vacuum the carpet, ride a bicycle, wash the dishes, go 
shopping, go camping, look at the stars, use the computer, dry the 
dishes, clear the table, sweep the floor 

3. Make sentences about the cats’ future 
activities — whole class 
Read the words indicated under Teacher Talk 
and have everyone make sentences based on 
the pictures and words. 

 
Sue- Tomorrow morning 
Make a sentence. 
 
Ginger- tomorrow night 
Mimi- tomorrow afternoon 
Eddy- tomorrow morning 
Ginger- tomorrow afternoon 

 
 
Sue will throw the trash tomorrow morning. 
 
Ginger will clear the table tomorrow night. 
Mimi will wash the dishes tomorrow afternoon. 
Eddy will feed the dog tomorrow morning. 
Ginger will go shopping tomorrow afternoon. 
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4. Elicit Y/N (Will) Q & As to talk about future 
activities — whole class 
Write a question mark and a period on the 
board. 
Point at Tom, the picture of “collect stamps”, 
the words “tomorrow” and “afternoon” and 
then the question mark to elicit the sample 
Y/N question. 
Have everyone answer. 
Keep doing elicitation in the same way. 

 
 
 

 
 
Will Tom collect stamps tomorrow afternoon? 
No, he won’t. Tom will go camping tomorrow afternoon. 
Will Ginger go shopping tomorrow afternoon? 
Yes, she will. 
Will Mimi wash the dishes tomorrow night? 
No, she won’t. Mimi will dry the dishes tomorrow night. 
Will Sue throw the trash tomorrow morning? 
Yes, she will. 
Will Tom collect stamps tomorrow morning? 
Yes, he will. 
Will Mimi dry the dishes tomorrow afternoon? 
No, she won’t. Mimi will wash the dishes tomorrow afternoon. 
Will Tom vacuum the floor tomorrow night? 
No, he won’t. Tom will sweep the floor tomorrow night. 
Will Eddy look at the stars tomorrow morning? 
No, he won’t. Eddy will feed the dog tomorrow morning. 
… 

5. Practice Y/N (Will) Q&As in a train  
Instruct Ss to do Y/N (Will) Q & As about 
future activities based on the pictures, in a 
train. 

 

 
 
S1, ask a Y/N question. 
S2, answer. 
Now, ask a question.  
S3, it’s your turn. 
… 

 
S1: Will Ginger play volleyball tomorrow morning? 
S2: Yes, she will. 
 Will Eddy vacuum the carpet tomorrow night? 
S3: No, he won’t. Eddy will look at the stars tomorrow night. 
 Will Sue go bike riding tomorrow afternoon? 
S4: Yes, she will. 
   Will Sue play computer games tomorrow night? 
S5: No, she won’t. Sue will use the computer tomorrow night. 
 Will Eddy vacuum the floor tomorrow afternoon? 
S6: Yes, he will. 
 Will Ginger clear the table tomorrow night? 
S6: Yes, she will. 
… 
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6. Practice Y/N Q&As about the cats — in pairs 
Show LG5 U3 L5 PPT — Slide 8. 
Pair up Ss to do Y/N (Will) Q&As about future 
activities based on the pictures. 

 
Work in pairs to do Y/N (Will) Q&As about 
future activities. 

 
S1: Will Ann go bike riding tomorrow morning? 
S2: Yes, she will. 
 Will Bob go swimming tomorrow afternoon? 
S2: No, he won’t. Bob will dry the dishes tomorrow afternoon. 
 Will Tony go camping tomorrow morning? 
S1: Yes, he will. 
… 

7. Say true or false sentences 
Say true or false statements about the 
pictures and have everyone identify if it’s 
true or false. 
Randomly call individual Ss to make 2 true or 
false sentences, one at a time. 
Have everyone say “true” if it’s correct then 
“false” if it’s wrong. 

 
Jay will go shopping tomorrow morning. Ture 
or false? 
Beth will feed the dog tomorrow night. True 
or false? 
Make 2 true or false sentences about the 
pictures 
Everybody, true or false? 

 
 
True! 
False! Beth will look at the stars tomorrow night. 
 
 
S1: Tony will sweep the floor tomorrow afternoon. True or false? 
All: True! 
S1: Ann will use the computer tomorrow night. True or false? 
All: False! Ann will throw the thrash tomorrow night. 
S2: Beth will look at the stars tomorrow morning. True or false? 
All: False! Beth will vacuum the carpet tomorrow morning. 
… 
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LG5 U3 L5 – Activity 6: Future Plans (R&E: Talking about Future Plans Based on Interests)  10 min  

Objectives: Ss will be able to talk about future plans based on interests.  

Target Lang: Roy likes to go hiking but he has to feed the dog. / Martin will need binoculars and a bird book. / Martin would love to go bird 
watching but right now, he has to vacuum the carpet. / He will go bird watching next weekend. / He will need binoculars and a 
bird book. 

Materials: LG5 U3 L5 PPT — Slides 9~11 

Interaction: T-Ss, S-S; Ss-Ss 

ACTIVITY STEPS Teacher Talk Student Output 

1. Talk about interests and responsibilities 
Show LG5 U3 L5 PPT — Slide 9. 
Point at Martin’s picture then talk about his interest and 
responsibility. 
Point at the remaining pictures and then call individual Ss to 
talk about the other characters’ interests and responsibilities. 

 
Martin likes to go bird watching but he has 
to vacuum the carpet. 
S1, what does Roy like to and have to do? 
S2, talk about Leslie. 
… 

 
 
 
S1: Roy likes to go hiking but he has to feed the dog. 
S2: Leslie likes to play baseball but she has to wash the trash. 
S3: Samuel likes to play tennis but he has to sweep the floor. 
S4: Walter likes to go fishing but he has to mop the floor. 
S5: Griffin likes to go swimming but he has to dry the dishes. 
S6: Carlos and Olivia like to go camping but they have to 
clear the table. 
S7: Camille likes to play the piano but she has to mop the 
floor. 
S8: Princess likes to sleep but she has to throw the trash. 
S9: Fairy and Caspian like to go canoeing but they have to set 
the table. 

2. Name the equipment 
CLICK to make the pictures of equipment appear. 
Randomly point at several equipment and have Ss name 
them. 
CLICK to show the additional items then have everyone read. 

 
 
Name the equipment. 
 
 
Read the words. 

 
 
a bathing suit, a flashlight, a tennis racquet, a mitt, a 
backpack, a paddle, bait, a towel, a baseball bat, a canoe 
 
pillow, piano, music book, blanket 
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3. Identify equipment needed based on interests 
Show LG5 U3 L5 PPT — Slide 10. 
Ask WH (What) questions about the equipment needed for 
each character’s activity. 
Have everyone answer. 

 
 
What will Martin need if he goes bird 
watching? 
What will Roy need if he goes hiking? 
… 

 
 
Martin will need binoculars and a bird book. 
Roy will need a backpack and hiking boots. 
Leslie will need a mitt and a baseball bat. 
Samuel will need a tennis ball and a tennis racquet. 
Walter will need a fishing pole and bait. 
Griffin will need a swimming suit and a towel. 
Carlos and Olivia will need a tent and a flashlight. 
Camille will need a music book and a piano. 
Princess will need a pillow and a blanket. 
Fairy and Caspian will need a canoe and a paddle. 

4. Read Martin’s future activity plan 
Show LG5 U3 L5 PPT — Slide 11. 
Point at the sentences and have Ss read about Martin’s 
future plan. 

 
Read Martin’s future plan. 

 
Martin would like to go bird watching but right now he has 
to vacuum the carpet. He will go bird watching next 
weekend. He will need binoculars and a bird book. 

5. Describe Roy’s future activity plan — whole class 
CLICK to show Roy’s picture and the script. 
Point at each sentence and have everyone speak. 
Ask questions to prompt answers. 
 
 
Have Ss repeat Roy’s activity plan. 

 
Let’s talk about Roy’s future plan. 
Complete the first sentence. (T points at 
the first sentence) 
When will he go hiking? (T points at the 2nd 
sentence) 
What will he need? (T points at the 3rd 
sentence) 
Repeat Roy’s future activity plan. 

 
 
All: Roy would like to go hiking but right now, he has to feed 

the dog. 
He will go hiking next weekend. 
 
He will need a backpack and hiking boots. 
Roy would like to go hiking but right now, he has to feed 
the dog. He will go hiking next weekend. He will need a 
backpack and hiking boots. 

6. Describe future activity plans — in pairs 
CLICK to show all the characters’ pictures. 
Pair up Ss to choose a character or a pair of characters to talk 
about their future activity plans using the given script. 

 
 
Work in pairs. 
Choose a character or a pair of characters 
to talk about. 

 
Fairy and Caspian would love to go canoeing but right now, 
they have to set the table. They will go canoeing next 
weekend. They will need a canoe and a paddle. 
Samuel would love to play tennis but right now, he has to 
sweep the floor. He will play tennis next weekend. He will 
need a tennis racquet and a tennis ball. 
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Leslie would love to play baseball but right now, she has to 
wash the dishes. She will play baseball next weekend. She 
will need a baseball bat and a mitt. 
Carlos and Olivia would love to go camping but right now, 
they have to clear the table. They will go camping next 
weekend. They will need a tent and a flashlight. 
Camille would love to play the piano but right now, she has 
to mop the floor. She will play the piano next weekend. She 
will need a piano and a music book. 
Griffin would love to go swimming but right now, he has to 
dry the dishes. He will go swimming next weekend. He will 
need a bathing suit and a towel. 
Walter would love to go fishing but right now, he has to mop 
the floor. He will go fishing next weekend. He will need a 
fishing pole and bait. 

7. Present to the class 
Invite several pairs to share their output to the class. 

 
Share your sentences to the class. 
 

 
Same as above. 
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LG5 U3 L5 – Wrap Up: Exit Pass  3 min  

Objectives: Ss will be able to say sentences about future activities, responsibilities, equipment, words with sch and sk and weather. 

Target Lang: If you go camping, you’ll need a tent and a flashlight. / Tomorrow will be rainy. I will need a sweater. / You won’t need binoculars when you go swimming. 
/ Roy likes to go hiking but he has to feed the dog. / The scholar is wearing a skirt. 

Materials: None 

Interaction: T-S; S-Ss 

ACTIVITY STEPS Teacher Talk Student Output 

1. Say one sentence 

Instruct Ss to say 1 sentence each about today’s 
lesson (future activities, responsibilities, 
equipment, words with sch and sk, weather, etc) 

 

Continue to call individual Ss to make sentences. 

 

Say one sentence about today’s lesson. 

 

 

 

If you go camping, you’ll need a tent and a flashlight. 

Tomorrow will be rainy. I will need a sweater. 

You won’t need binoculars when you go swimming. 

Roy likes to go hiking but he has to feed the dog. 

The scholar is wearing a skirt. 

 

… 

(Sentences depend on Ss’ understanding of the lesson.) 
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LG5 U3 L6 
 

Time: 50 min  

Materials: LG5 U3 L6 PPT; Projector; Courseware; LG5 U3 L6 Handout 1 

 

LG5 U3 Unit Objectives:  

1. Ss will be able to extend, accept or refuse invitations. 

2. Ss will be able to name and identify outdoor activities and equipment. 

3. Ss will be able to ask and answer WH and Y/N questions to express needs using will. 

4. Ss will be able to describe tomorrow’s weather. 

5. Ss will be able to distinguish between, pronounce words and read words with letters sk and sch. 

 

LG5 U3 Lesson 6 Objectives:  

1. Ss will be able to read and write sentences with sch and sk words. 

2. Ss will be able to ask and answer WH (What) questions about one’s food and drinks preference. 

3. Ss will be able to talk about places of destination in the future. 

4. Ss will be able to make sentences and ask and answer Y/N (Will) questions about the cats’ future activities. 

5. Ss will be able to ask and answer WH (What) questions about the cats’ future activities. 

6. Ss will be able to talk about their own activity plan. 
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LG5 U3 L6 Activity Overview: 

Time 2’ 7’ 7’ 8’ 8’ 6’ 10’ 2’ 

Act. # Type Warm Up R&E -Activity 1 PR -Activity 2 R&E-Activity 3 R&E-Activity 4 R&E-Activity 5 R&E-Activity 6 Wrap Up 

Name & 
Description of 

Activity 

Toss the 
Question 

The skunk went 
skateboarding 

around the 
school.  

* Reading and 
Making 

Sentences with 
sch and sk Words 

What do you 
want?  

* Asking and 
Answering WH 

Questions 
about One’s 

Food and 
Drinks 

Preference 

Where will Tess 
go?  

* Talking About 
Destinations 

Sam will pick up the 
trash on May 7th. Will 

he need…?  
* Making Sentences and 

Asking and Answering 
Y/N Questions about 

the Cats’ Future 
Activities and 

Equipment on Specific 
Dates 

What will Mimi do? 
Where?  

* Asking and Answering 
WH Questions About the 

Cats’ Future Activities 

My Activity Plan  
* Drawing and 

Talking About Own 
Activity Plan 

True 
Statements 

Target 
Language 

Are you going 
home after 
school?  
No, I’m not. 
I’m going to 
my Piano 
class. 
Who is your 
best friend?  
My best 
friend is Gina.  
Which one is 
longer, a train 
or a car?  
A train is 
longer. 

scholar 
school 
schoolbag 
schedule 
skeleton 
skirt 
skunk 
sky 
skate 
skateboard 
The scholar in 
the black skirt 
looked at her 
schedule, took 
her schoolbag 
and went to 
school. 
The skunk went 
skateboarding 
around 

ice cream, soda 
pop, cake, a 
cookie, a 
banana, a hot 
dog, salad, 
bread, cotton 
candy, a 
hamburger, 
lemonade, an 
orange, milk, 
pizza, an egg, a 
sandwich, rice, 
fish, chicken, 
French fries 
I want pizza 
and soda pop. 
What do you 
want? 
Vaughn wants 
a sandwich and 
ice cream. 

supermarket, 
zoo, park, beach, 
swimming pool, 
museum, 
department 
store, circus, 
restaurant 
Where will Reyna 
go this weekend? 
Reyna will go to 
the zoo this 
weekend. 
Where will you 
go next 
weekend? 
I will go to the 
bookstore. 

first, second, third 
telescope, vacuum 
cleaner 
Tom will collect stamps 
on May 11th. Will he 
need some glue? 
Yes, he will. 
Eddy will catch 
butterflies on May 13th. 
Will he need a 
skateboard? 
No, he won’t. He will 
need a net. 
Tom will go camping on 
May 23rd. He will need 
a tent and a flashlight. 

What will Tom do? 
Tom will go swimming. 
What will Mimi need? 
Mimi will need a baseball 
bat and a mitt. 
Where will Sam’s sister 
go? 
Sam’s sister will go to the 
playground. 
What will Ginger and 
Mimi eat? 
Ginger and Mimi will eat 
ice cream, cookies and 
hamburgers. 
What will Tom drink? 
Tom will drink soda pop. 
True 
False 

True 
False 
I will go swimming 
this weekend. 
I will need a bathing 
suit and a towel.  
I will go fishing next 
weekend. 
I will eat a 
hamburger. 
I will go camping 
next month. 
I will drink water. 
I will climb a 
mountain next year. 
I will need a 
backpack and 
climbing/hiking 
shoes. 

I’ll need a 
mitt and a 
baseball bat 
when I play 
baseball. 
I’ll need a 
swimming 
trunk and not 
a bathing suit 
when I go 
swimming. 
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LG5 U3 L6 – Warm Up: Toss the Question  2 min  

Objectives:  Ss will be able to ask and answer questions using previously learned grammar structures. 

Target Lang: Are you going home after school? / No, I’m not. I’m going to my Piano class. / Who is your best friend? / My best friend is Gina. / 
Which one is longer, a train or a car?  

A train is longer. Materials: LG5 U3 L6 PPT—Slide 2; Balls 

Interaction: T-S; S-S 

ACTIVITY STEPS Teacher Talk Student Output 

1. Say the question 
Say several sentences and have Ss say the question. 
 
Continue by asking individual Ss to say sentences then 
have everyone say the question. 

 
I’m 25 years old. 
What’s the question? 
Andy’s mother is a doctor. 
ZB, say a sentence. 
Question? 
ZD, your turn. 
 
… 

 
 
Ss: How old are you? 
 What does Andy’s mother do? 
ZB: Freddie is the boy in the blue shirt and red shoes. 
Ss: Which boy is Freddie? 
ZD: My favorite fruit is apple. 
Ss: What’s your favorite fruit? 
… 
(Various, depends on Ss’ questions and sentences.) 

2. Model Q & As using previously learned grammar 
structures 
Show LG5 U3 L6 PPT — Slide 2. 
CLICK to spin the wheel then ask a question using the 
chosen category (Y/N). 
Toss the ball (or bean bag/chalk) to any of the Ss to 
answer. 
Have him/her ask another Y/N question then toss the ball 
to any of the other Ss to answer. 
Repeat the step 1 more time. 

 
 
(Click to spin the wheel.) 
Did you do your homework for today? 
(Toss the ball to a S.) 
Ask a Y/N question then toss the ball to any 
of your classmates. 
AC, answer. Ask another Y/N question then 
toss the ball to another classmate.  
 (Click to spin the wheel.) 
 

 
 
 
 
AB: Yes, I did.  
 Are you going home after school? (Tosses the ball to a S.) 
 
AC: No, I’m not. I’m going to my Piano class. 
   Do you like chicken? (Tosses the ball to a S.) 
AD: Yes, I do. 
(Various, questions and answers depend on Ss.) 
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3. Practice Q & As groups using previously learned 
grammar structures — in 4 groups 
Divide the class into 4 groups. Provide balls or beanbags 
for each group (optional). 
Have each group form a circle.  
CLICK to spin the wheel.  
Have Ss (Ss who are holding the ball in each group) ask 
questions and toss the balls/bean bags to other group 
members to answer. 
CLICK to spin the wheel.  
 
Repeat the procedure to have Ss continue doing Q & As. 
Do this if time allows. 

 
 
You are group 1, 2, 3 and 4. 
Stand in small circles. (Click to spin the 
wheel.) 
Ask a WH (Who) question. Toss the ball to a 
group member to answer. 
 
(Click to spin the wheel.) 
 
(Click to spin the wheel.) 
 
… 

 
 
 
 
 
G1S1: Who is your best friend? (Tosses the ball to a group 
member.) 
G1S3: My best friend is Gina. Who is prettier, Ella or Jenny? 
(Tosses the ball to a group member.) 
G1S2: Ella is prettier. Which one is longer, a train or a car? (Tosses 
the ball to a group member.) 
G2S5: A train is longer. Which dress do you like, the red one or the 
yellow one? (Tosses the ball to a group member.) 
… 
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LG5 U3 L6 – Activity 1: The skunk went skateboarding around the school. (R&E: Reading and Making Sentences with sch and sk Words)7 min 

Objectives: Ss will be able to read and write sentences with sch and sk words.  

Target Lang: skirt, sky, skate, skeleton, skunk, skateboard, scholar, school, schoolbag, schedule / The scholar in the black skirt looked at her 
schedule, took her schoolbag and went to school. / The skunk went skateboarding around 

Materials: LG5 U3 L6 PPT — Slides 3~4 

Interaction:  T-Ss; Ss-Ss; S-Ss;  

ACTIVITY STEPS Teacher Talk Student Output 

1. Read words with letters sch and sk 
Show LG5 U3 L6 PPT — Slide 3. 
Have Ss read the words with sch and sk. 

 
Read the words. 
(Point at the words one by one.) 

 
skirt, sky, skate, skeleton, skunk, skateboard 
scholar, school, schoolbag, schedule 

2. Read the sentences – whole class 
CLICK to show the sentences. 
Instruct Ss to read each sentence with sch and sk words. 
Have Ss identify the words with sch and sk in each sentence. 

 
Read the sentences. 
What are the words with sch and sk? 
(Point at the sentences one by one.) 

The scholar in the black skirt looked at her 
schedule, took her schoolbag and went to school. 
scholar, skirt, schedule, schoolbag, school 
 
The skunk went skateboarding around the school. 
skunk, skateboard, school 

3. Make Ss’ own sentences 
Show LG5 U3 L6 PPT — Slide 4. 
Read a word and then use it in a sentence. 
Call individual Ss to read a word then use it in a sentence. 

 
schedule- Going shopping is not on my 
schedule today. 
Choose a word to make a sentence. 
AB? 
AC, it’s your turn. 
 
AD? 
… 

 
 
 
 
AB: skirt- I have a lot of skirts at home. 
AC: skateboard- I like to go skateboarding in 
winter. 
S3: sky- I can see birds in the sky. 
… 
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4. Make sentences using words with sch and sk  
Instruct Ss to choose one or more words with sch or sk and then use 
them in a sentence.  
Have Ss use any sheet of paper to write their sentences and prepare 
to share their sentences to the class. 

 
Choose one or more words to write a 
sentence.  
 
 
 

 
 
(Ss write their sentences.) 

5. Read sentences in class 
Instruct Ss to exchange their papers with a classmate. 
Have Ss read each other’s sentences to the class. 
Have everyone say the words with sch and sk used in each sentence. 

 
Exchange your paper with a classmate. 
Read your classmates’ sentences in class. 
What are the words with sch and sk? 

 
 
AB: Rex has a skunk in his school bag. 
All: skunk, schoolbag 
 
AC: My skirt is too pretty to make me look like a 
skeleton. 
All: skirt, skeleton 
AD: My weekly schedule says that I have free time 
to go skateboarding. 
All: schedule, skateboarding 
AE: The scholars threw their hats in the sky. 
ALL: scholar, sky 
(Varied, depends on Ss’ sentences.) 
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LG5 U3 L6 – Activity 2: What do you want? (PR: Asking and Answering WH Questions about One’s Food and Drinks Preference) 7 min   

Objectives: Ss will be able to ask and answer WH (What) questions about one’s food and drinks preference. 

Target Lang: ice cream, soda pop, cake, a cookie, a banana, a hot dog, salad, bread, cotton candy, a hamburger, lemonade, an orange, milk, 
pizza, an egg, a sandwich, rice, fish, chicken, French fries, I want pizza and soda pop. / What do you want? / Vaughn wants a 
sandwich and ice cream. 

Materials:  LG5 U3 L6 PPT — Slide 5  

Interaction:  T-Ss; T-S, S-S; S-Ss 

ACTIVITY STEPS Teacher Talk Student Output 

1. Elicit names of food 
Have Ss name their favorite food. 

 
What do you like to eat? 

 
hotdog, cake, noodles, pizza, rice, bread, hamburger, 
French fries, cookies, sandwiches 
… 

2. Name some food 
Show LG5 U3 L6 PPT — Slide 5. 
Randomly point at several pictures then have Ss name 
them, one at a time. 

 
 
Name the pictures. 

 
ice cream, soda pop, cake, a cookie, a banana, a hot dog, 
salad, bread, cotton candy, a hamburger, lemonade, an 
orange, milk, pizza, an egg, a sandwich, rice, fish, 
chicken, French fries 

3. Practice WH (What) Q&As to talk about their food and 
drinks preference  
Ask “what do you want?” point at a pair of food one at a 
time and have everyone answer. 
Do this several times. 
 

 
 
What do you want? (Point at the pictures of pizza 
and soda pop.) 
Answer? 
(Point at the pictures of a hamburger and juice.) 
(Point at the pictures of a lemonade and salad.) 
(Point at the pictures of a cake and ice cream.) 

 
 
 
I want pizza and soda pop. 
 
I want a hamburger and juice. 
I want lemonade and salad. 
I want cake and ice cream. 
… 

4. Model conducting the interview 
Call a S to answer your question then share his/her 
answer in class. 

 
Nica, what do you want? Say two kinds of food. 
What does Nica want? 

 
Nica: I want French fries and milk. 
Ss: Nica wants French-fries and milk. 
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Now, ask me. 
I want salad and lemonade. 
Tell your classmates what I want. 

 
 What do you want? 
 Teacher wants salad and lemonade. 

5. Interview 5 classmates about what they want to eat 
and drink 
Instruct Ss to go around the class to interview at least 5 
classmates about two kinds of food that they want to eat 
or drink. 
Have Ss write their classmates’ answers on any sheet of 
paper and be ready to share them in class. 

 
 
Walk around, ask at least 5 classmate about 2 things 
they want to eat or drink. 
Write the answers down. 

 
(Ss go around and ask at least 5 classmates to talk about 
what they want to eat and drink.) 

6. Present in class 
Call individual Ss to share about their 5 classmates’ food 
preferences 

 
S1, talk about what your classmates want to eat or 
drink. 
 
 
 
S2, it’s your turn. 

 
S1: Vaughn wants a sandwich and ice cream. 
   Kyle wants chicken and water. 
   Kirby wants rice and fish. 
   Derek wants a hotdog and orange juice. 
   Lyndon wants water and bread. 
S2: … 
(Sentences depend on Ss’ output.) 
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LG5 U3 L6 – Activity 3: Where will Tess go? (R&E: Talking About Destinations)  8 min  

Objectives: Ss will be able to talk about places of destination in the future. 

Target Lang: supermarket, zoo, park, beach, swimming pool, museum, department store, circus, restaurant / Where will Reyna go this weekend? / 
Reyna will go to the zoo this weekend. / Where will you go next weekend? / I will go to the bookstore. 

Materials:  LG5 U3 L6 PPT — Slides 6~8 

Interaction:  T-Ss; Ss-Ss; S-S 

ACTIVITY STEPS Teacher Talk Student Output 

1. Elicit places in the community 
Have Ss name places in the community. 

 
Name some places. 

 
park, zoo, amusement park, library, department store, book store, bus stop, 
train station, supermarket 
… 
(Various, depends on Ss’ answers.) 

2. Name different places 
Show LG5 U3 L6 PPT — Slide 6. 
Point at each picture then have Ss name the pictures. 

 
Name the pictures. 

 
supermarket, zoo, park, beach, swimming pool, museum, department store, 
circus, restaurant 

3. Elicit answers to WH (Where) questions to talk about 
destinations — whole class 
Show LG5 U3 L6 PPT — Slide 7. 
Ask the questions as indicated under teacher talk and 
have everyone answer based on the pictures. 

 
 
Where will Tess go this weekend? 
Where will Ivon go this weekend? 

 
 
Tess will go to the department store this weekend. 
Ivon will go to the park this weekend. 
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4. Elicit WH (Where) Q & As to talk about destinations 
CLICK to show all the arrows. 
Write a question mark and a period on the board. 
Cover the picture of the park; point at the picture of 
Reyna, follow the green arrow using your pointer 
finger, point at the phrase “this weekend” and then 
point at the question mark to elicit the WH (Where) 
question. 
Have everyone answer. 
Give help when needed.  
Keep doing elicitation in the same way. 

 
 
 
 
 
(Question? 
Answer?) 

 
 
 
Where will Reyna go this weekend? 
Reyna will go to the zoo this weekend. 
Where will Esther go this weekend? 
Esther will go to the swimming pool this weekend. 
Where will Fred go this weekend? 
Fred will go to the restaurant this weekend. 
Where will Terence go this weekend? 
Terence will go to the beach this weekend. 
Where will Lance go this weekend? 
Lance will go to the circus this weekend. 
Where will Lany go this weekend? 
Lany will go to the museum this weekend. 

5. Practice WH (Where) Q & As about destinations — in 
pairs 
Pair up Ss. 
Have Ss take turns in asking and answering WH 
(Where) questions about destinations based on the 
pictures. 

 
 
Work with your partner. 
Take turns to ask and answer WH 
questions about the pictures.  

 
 
S1: Where will Lance go? 
S2: Lance will go to the circus. 
  Where will Fred go? 
S1: Fred will go to the restaurant. 
  Where will Lany go? 
S2: Lany will go to the museum. 
… 
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6. Talk about destination — in 2 groups 
Show LG5 U3 L6 PPT — Slide 8. 
Divide the class into 2 groups. 
Have group 1 talk about destinations on the left side of 
the board and group 2 talk about destinations on the 
right side. 
CLICK (18x) to alternately show the pictures while 
group 1 and group 2 alternately speak. 
 

 
You are group 1 and 2. 
(Point at each box.) 
Where will you go next weekend? 

          Group 1                   Group 2 
      I will go to the supermarket next weekend. 
I will go to the park next weekend. 
      I will go to the restaurant next weekend. 
I will go to the department store next weekend. 
      I will go to the circus next weekend. 
I will go to the beach next weekend. 
      I will go to the museum next weekend. 
      I will go to the swimming pool next weekend. 
I will go to the amusement park next weekend. 
I will go to the playground next weekend. 
      I will go to the zoo next weekend. 
I will go to the supermarket next weekend. 
      I will go to the park next weekend. 
I will go to the restaurant next weekend. 
      I will go to the department store next 
weekend. 
I will go to the circus next weekend. 
      I will go to the beach next weekend. 
I will go to the museum next weekend. 

7. Practice WH (Where) Q & As about destinations in a 
chain — in 2 groups 
Have each group ask and answer WH (Where) 
questions to talk about where they plan to go next 
weekend, in a chain. 
The group that asks and answers more questions 
within 1 minute wins. 

 
Work in groups. 
Ask and answer WH questions to 
talk about where you plan to go 
next weekend in a chain. 
G1 first, go! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
G2, it’s your turn! 

 
 
 
 
G1S1: Where will you go next weekend? 
G1S2: I will go to the bookstore. 
 Where will you go next weekend? 
G1S3: I will go to the swimming pool. 
 Where will you go next weekend? 
G1S4: I will go to the amusement park. 
 Where will you go next weekend? 
… 
(Various, depends on Ss’ sentences.) 
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LG5 U3 L6 – Activity 4: Sam will pick up the trash on May 7th. Will he need…? (R&E: Making Sentences and Asking and Answering 

Y/N Questions about the Cats’ Future Activities and Equipment on Specific Dates)  8 min  
Objectives: Ss will be able to make sentences and ask and answer Y/N (Will) questions about the cats’ future activities. 

Target Lang: first, second, third, telescope, vacuum cleaner / Tom will collect stamps on May 11th. Will he need some glue? / Yes, he will. / 
Eddy will catch butterflies on May 13th. Will he need a skateboard? / No, he won’t. He will need a net. / Tom will go camping on 
May 23rd. He will need a tent and a flashlight. 

Materials: LG5 U3 L6 PPT — Slides 9~11 

Interaction: T-Ss; Ss-Ss; S-S; S-Ss 

ACTIVITY STEPS Teacher Talk Student Output 

1. Say the ordinal numbers from 1st to 30th  — 
whole class 
Show LG5 U3 L6 PPT — Slide 9. 
Point at each ordinal number and have everyone 
say 1st to 31st. 

 
Count from first to thirty-first.  
 

first, second, third, fourth, fifth, sixth, seventh, eighth, night, tenth, eleventh, 
twelfth, thirteenth, fourteenth, fifteenth, sixteenth, seventeenth, eighteenth, 
nineteenth, twentieth, twenty-first, twenty-second, twenty-third, 
twenty-fourth, twenty-fifth, twenty-sixth, twenty-seventh, twenty-eight, 
twenty-ninth, thirtieth, thirty-first 

2. Elicit names of given objects 
CLICK to show a set of pictures. 
Point at each picture and have Ss name it. 
Help Ss by confirming the names. 
CLICK to show the words and have everyone read. 

 
 
Name the pictures. 
 
Read the words. 

 
 
(Various, depends on Ss’ description.) 
telescope, vacuum cleaner, saddle, dish cloth, garbage bag 

3. Elicit Y/N (Will) answers about the needed 
equipment on a certain day of the month 
Show LG5 U3 L6 PPT — Slide 10. 
Point at several pictures, make sentences about 
the cats’ future activities then ask Y/N (Will) 
questions about the equipment they’ll need. 
Have Ss answer. 

 
Ginger will go horseback riding on May 
2nd. Will she need a saddle? 
Sue will use the computer on May 5th. 
Will she need a TV? 
What will she need? 
Sam will go skate boarding on May 4th. 
Will he need a skate board? 

 
 
Yes, she will. 
 
No, she won’t.  
She’ll need a computer. 
 
Yes, he will. 
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4. Elicit Q & As about the appropriate equipment 
needed based on future activities 
Write a question mark and a full stop sign on the 
board to do silent elicitation. 
Point at the picture of Tom, the picture of 
“collect stamps”, the date and the full stop sign 
to describe Tom’s activity on May 11th. Point at 
Tom, the picture of glue and then the question 
mark to elicit the Y/N (Will) question. 
Have Ss say the answer. 
 
 
 
Keep doing elicitation in the same way. 

 
 
 
Ask a question. 
Answer! 

 
Tom will collect stamps on May 11th. Will he need some glue?  
Yes, he will. 
Eddy will catch butterflies on May 13th. Will he need a skateboard? 
No, he won’t. He will need a net. 
Ginger will go horseback riding on Mat 2nd. Will she need a dish cloth? 
No, she won’t. She will need a saddle. 
Sam will go skateboarding on May 4th. Will he need a volleyball ball? 
No, he won’t. He will need a skateboard. 
Sue will use the computer on May 5th. Will she need a computer? 
Yes, she will. 
Mimi will dry the dishes on May 7th. Will she need a vacuum cleaner? 
No, she won’t. She’ll need a dish cloth. 
Eddy will vacuum the carpet on May 9th. Will he need a vacuum cleaner? 
Yes, he will. 
Ginger and Mimi will play volleyball on May 15th. Will they need a garbage 
bag? 
No, they won’t. They will need a volleyball ball. 
Sam will pick up the trash on May 17th. Will he need a garbage bag? 
Yes, he will. 

5. Practice Y/N Q&As about the cats — in pairs 
Show LG5 U3 L6 PPT — Slide 11. 
Pair up Ss to make sentences about the cats’ 
future activities and do Y/N (Will) Q&As about the 
equipment they’ll need. 

 
Work in pairs.  
Describe the cats’ activities and ask Y/N 
questions about what they’ll need. 

 
S1: Mimi will go swimming on May 19th. Will she need a saddle?  
S2: No, she won’t. She will need a bathing suit. 
 Ginger will go shopping on May 21st. Will she need shopping bags? 
S1: Yes, she will.  
 Tom will go camping on May 23rd. Will he a tent and a flashlight? 
S2: Yes, he will. 
 Tom will sweep the floor on May 25th. Will he need a broom? 
S1: Yes, he will. 
 Eddy will look at the stars on May 28th. Will he need a vacuum cleaner? 
S2: No, he won’t. He’ll need a telescope. 
 Sue will go bike riding on May 30th. Will she need a saddle? 
S1: No, she won’t. She will need a bicycle. 
… 
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6. Make sentences 
Say a date then call a S to make sentences about 
the cat’s future activity and needed equipment on 
the specific date mentioned. 
Repeat the same procedure to give chances to 
other Ss. 

 
Make sentences about the cats’ activity 
and needs.  
May 23rd, S1 make sentences. 
May 7th, S2 make sentences. 
May 30th 
May 11th 
… 

 
 
 
S1: Tom will go camping on May 23rd. He will need a tent and a flashlight. 
S2, Mimi will dry the dishes on May 7th. She will need a dish cloth. 
S3: Sue will go bike riding on May 30th. She will need a bicycle. 
S4: Tom will collect stamps on May 11th. He will need some glue. 
… 
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LG5 U3 L6 – Activity 5: What will Mimi do? Where? (R&E: Asking and Answering WH Questions about the Cats’ Future Activities) 6 min  

Objectives: Ss will be able to ask and answer WH (What) questions about the cats’ future activities.  

Target Lang: What will Tom do? / Tom will go swimming. / What will Mimi need? / Mimi will need a baseball bat and a mitt. / Where will Sam’s 
sister go? / Sam’s sister will go to the playground. / What will Ginger and Mimi eat? / Ginger and Mimi will eat ice cream, cookies 
and hamburgers. / What will Tom drink? / Tom will drink soda pop. / true, false 

Materials:  LG5 U3 L6 PPT — Slide 12 

Interaction:  T-Ss; Ss-Ss; S-S; S-Ss 

ACTIVITY STEPS Teacher Talk Student Output 

1. Elicit Q & As based on the set of pictures 
Show LG5 U3 L6 PPT – Slide 12. 
Write a question mark and a full stop sign on 
the board to do silent elicitation. 
Cover the picture of “go swimming”; Point at 
Tom and the question mark to elicit WH (What) 
question. 
Cover the pictures of a towel and swimming 
trunks/shorts; Point at Tom and the 
question mark to elicit the next question. 
 
Keep doing elicitation in the same way. 

 
 
 
 
Ask questions. 
Answer? 

 
 
What will Tom do? 
Tom will go swimming. 
What will Tom need? 
Tom will need swimming trunks and a towel. 
Where will Tom go? 
Tom will go to the beach. 
What will Tom eat? 
Tom will eat ice cream and a hot dog. 
What will Tom drink? 
Tom will drink soda pop. 

2. Model WH (What) Q&As 
CLICK to show the four sets of pictures. 
Call a S to do WH (What) Q&As with you. 

 
 
S1, what will Sam’s sister do? 
Ask me a question. 
Ginger and Mimi will play tennis.  
What will Ginger and Mimi need? 
Tom will drink soda pop. Where will Tom’s sister go? 

 
 
S1: Sam’s sister will play baseball. 

What will Ginger and Mimi do? 
 
Ginger and Mimi will need tennis racquets and a tennis ball. 
What will Tom drink? 
Tom’s sister will go to the park. 
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3. Practice Q & As about the cats’ future activities 
— in pairs 
Pair up Ss to do WH (What) Q&As about the 
cats’ future activities. 

 
Work in pairs to do WH Q&As about the cats. 

 
S1: What will Tom eat? 
S2: Tom will eat ice cream and a hot dog. What will Sam’s sister 
need? 
S1: Sam’s sister will need a baseball bat and a mitt. What will 
Mimi drink? 
… 

4. Say and identify true or false sentences 
Call individual Ss to say true or false statement 
based on the pictures, one at a time. 
Have everyone say “true” if the sentence is 
correct and “false” if not, and then call a S to 
say the correct sentence. 

 
Say true or false sentences about the pictures. 
S1? 
Answer? 
S2, it’s your turn. 
 
What’s the correct sentence? 
S3? 

 
 
S1: Tom will go swimming. True or false? 
All: True. 
S2: Sam’s sister will drink soda pop. True or false? 
All: False. 
 Sam’s sister will drink milk. 
S3: Mimi and Ginger will drink soda pop. True or false? 
All: True. 
S4: Mimi will eat salad. True or false? 
All: True. 
S5: Mimi will go to the supermarket. True or false. 
All: False. 
 Mimi will go to the department store. 
S7: Mimi and Ginger will go to the park. True or false? 
… 
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LG5 U3 L6 – Activity 6: My Activity Plan (R&E: Making an Activity Plan)  10 min  

Objectives: Ss will be able to talk about their own activity plan.  

Target Lang: True, False, I will go swimming this weekend. / I will need a bathing suit and a towel. / I will go fishing next weekend. / I 
will eat a hamburger. / I will go camping next month. / I will drink water. / I will climb a mountain next year. / I will need a 
backpack and climbing/hiking shoes.  

Materials: LG5 U3 L6 PPT — Slide 13; LG5 U3 L6 Handout 1–My Activity Plan 

Interaction: T-Ss, S-S; Ss-Ss; S-Ss 

ACTIVITY STEPS Teacher Talk Student Output 

1. Read words/phrases and name pictures 
Show LG5 U3 L6 PPT — Slide 13. 
Point at several words/phrases and pictures then have 
Ss read and name them. 

 
Let’s read the words/phrases. 
 
Name the pictures. 

 
this weekend, next weekend, next month, next year, 
activities, needs, food, drinks 
 
go hiking, go swimming, play baseball, go canoeing, a 
backpack, hiking boots, a bathing suit, a towel, a mitt, a 
baseball bat, a canoe, a paddle, a banana, a sandwich, a 
hamburger, an orange, pizza, salad, a cookie, bread, water, 
lemonade 

2. Talk about future activities 
Have Ss pretend to be Ginger to talk about their future 
activities. 
Ask the questions as listed under teacher talk. 

You are Ginger, and this is your Activity plan. 
What will you do this weekend? What will you 
need? 
What will you do next weekend? What will you 
eat? 
What will you di next month? What will you drink? 
What will you do next year? What will you eat? 

 
I will go hiking this weekend. I will need a backpack and 
climbing/hiking shoes. 
 
I will go swimming next weekend. I will eat a hamburger. 
 
I will play baseball next month. I will eat pizza. 
I will go canoeing next year. I will need a canoe and a paddle. 

3. Draw to complete own activity plan 
Distribute LG5 U3 L6 Handout 1–My Activity Plan. 
Instruct Ss to write their future activities, equipment 
needed, food and drinks. 

 
Write your future activities, equipment needed, 
food and drinks to complete your own activity 
plan. 
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4. Share activity plan — in pairs 
Pair up Ss to share their activity plans for this 
weekend, next weekend, next month and next year. 

 
Work in pairs, share your activity plans. 

 
S1: I will go bike riding this weekend. I will need a bike and a 
cap. I will eat an egg and fish. I will drink apple juice. What 
about you? 
S2: I will go hiking this weekend. I will need a bag pack and 
hiking boots. I will eat pizza. I will drink tomato juice. What 
will you do next weekend? 
S1: I will go running next weekend. I will need running shoes 
and a cap. I will eat cake and fruit salad. I will drink water. 
What about you? 
S2: I will go swimming next weekend. I will need a fishing 
pole and bait. I will eat a sandwich. I will drink milk. What 
will you do next month? 
S1: I will go shopping next month. I will need a shopping bag 
and some money. I will eat ice cream and cake. I will drink 
mango shake. What about you? 
S2: I will go horseback riding next month. I will need cowboy 
boots and a cowboy hat. I will eat cotton candy and hot 
dogs. I will eat soda pop. What will you do next year? 
S1: I will go to the museum next year. I will need a camera. I 
will eat barbeque and hot dogs. I will drink lemonade. What 
will you do next year? 
S2: I will go skate boarding next year. I will need a skate 
board and a helmet. I will eat noodles and fried chicken. I will 
drink tea. 
(Sentences depend on Ss output.) 

5. Answer questions about partner’s activity plan 
Ask WH (What) questions then randomly call Ss to talk 
about their partners’ activity plan, one at a time. 

 
S2, what is your partner’s activity plan for this 
week? 
S5, what about your partner, what is her activity 
plan for next weekend? 
S9, what will your partner do next year? 
… 

 
S2: He will go camping this weekend. He will need a tent and 

a flashlight. He will eat cookies. He will drink water. 
S5: She will go bird watching next weekend. She will need 

binoculars and a bird book. She will eat a sandwich and 
an apple. She will drink orange juice. 

S9: He will go canoeing with his friends next year. He will eat 
an egg and bread. He will drink soda pop. 

… 
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LG5 U3 L6 – Wrap Up: True Statements  2 min 

Objectives:  Ss will be able to make true statements about activities and appropriate equipment. 

Target Lang: I’ll need a mitt and a baseball bat when I play baseball. / I’ll need a swimming trunk and not a bathing suit when I go swimming. 

Materials:  None 

Interaction:  T-Ss; S-Ss 

ACTIVITY STEPS Teacher Talk Student Output 
1. Make true statements about activities and 

equipment 

Make a true statement about an activity and the 
appropriate equipment needed. 

Have Ss make true statements about activities 
and appropriate equipment, one at a time. 

 

Continue if time allows. 

 

 

You’ll need a saddle when you go horseback riding. 

 

Make true statements about activities and the 
equipment. 

S1, say a true statement. 

S2, it’s your turn. 

 

S3? 

… 

 

 

 

 

S1: I’ll need a mitt and a baseball bat when I play baseball. 

 

S2: I’ll need a swimming trunk and a bathing suit when I go 
swimming. 

… 
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LG5 U3 L6 Handout 1—My Activity Plan  
 

 

My Activity Plan 
Name: ___________ 
I. Write your future activities, equipment needed, food and drinks to complete your activity plan. 

 This Weekend Next Weekend Next Month Next Year 
ACTIVITIES 

What will you do? 

    

NEEDS 

What will you need? 

    

FOOD 

What will you eat? 

    

DRINKS 

What will you drink? 
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LG5 U3 L8 
 
Time: 50 min  

Materials: Projector; LG5 U3 L8 PPT; LG5 U3 L8 Handout 1 – Unit Test 

 

General Guidelines for Lesson Plan 8s 
This session is meant to serve as a final unit summarization and assessment.  

 

General Objectives for all Lesson Plan 8s: 
1. Ss will be able to give presentations fluently and confidently, using the same or similar topics from the previous lessons, without much preparation. 

2. Ss will be able to finish a short unit test independently, and correct any mistakes after the answers are checked. 

 
 

 

About the Presentations: 

1. Three topics are provided in this lesson plan. It’s at the teachers’ discretion to decide how many topics to use and which ones to use depending on the 
class size and time availability. 

2. Not all Ss may have the chance to do a presentation in every class. Teachers should ensure Ss have equal opportunities to participate in later lessons.  

About the Unit Test: 

1. The test provided in each unit is usually, but not always, reading and writing based. It’s best if the tests can be printed out, but the test can be done just 
using the PPT as a guide and having Ss write out their answers on a piece of paper. 

2. It is recommended that test answers be checked and mistakes corrected before the end of class. Please refer to the guidance in L7 for ways of checking 
Ss’ answers in class. 
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LG5 U3 L8 Activity Overview: 

Time 9’ 9’ 12’ 15-20’ 

Act. # Type Presentation 1 Presentation 2 Presentation 3 Unit Test 

Name 
Description  

of Activity 

Would you like to play tennis with 
me?  

Role Playing a Conversation to 
Extend, Accept or Refuse 

Invitations and Talking about 
Future Plans 

from LG5 U3 L4 

Make 10 Sentences 
Making Sentences about Future 

Plans 
from LG5 U3 L5 

My Activity Plan 
Talking About Activity Plans 

from LG5 U3 L6 

Unit Test 

Target 
Language 

I’m going to play tennis this 
weekend. 
What are you going to do? 
I don’t know. 
Nothing much. 
Would you like to play tennis with 
me? 
Sure, I’d love to. But I have to ask 
my parents. 
Ok. You’ll need a tennis ball and a 
tennis racquet. 
Ok. Thank you 

They are Sam, Eddy and Sue. 
They are watching the weather 
report. 
They are going to go camping. 
They will go camping next 
weekend. 
They’ll need a flashlight. 
They have a fishing pole. 
Sue wants to go camping with Sam 
and Eddy. 
Sue will ask her parents. 

I will go bike riding this 
weekend.  
I will need a bike and a cap.  
I will eat an egg and fish.  
I will drink apple juice.  
 

schedule 
school 
school bag 
skunk 
skateboard 
What will Sue do on Sunday? 
Sue will go fishing on Sunday. 
What will Eddy need on Saturday? 
Eddy will need a flashlight. 
What will Tom drink on Friday? 
Tom will drink some lemonade on Friday. 
Will Tom go fishing on Monday? 
No, he won’t. He will go skate boarding. 
Will Tom need a mitt on Tuesday? 
Yes, he will. 
Will Eddy eat a hamburger on Thursday? 
No, he won’t. Eddy will eat some chicken on 
Thursday. 
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LG5 U3 L8 – Presentation 1: Would you like to play tennis with me? (Role Playing a Conversation to Extend, Accept or Refuse 

Invitations and Talking about Future Plans — from LG5 U3 L4)  9 min  

Objectives:  Ss will be able to role play a conversation to extend, accept or refuse invitations and talk about future plans.  

Target Lang: I’m going to play tennis this weekend. / What are you going to do? / I don’t know. / Nothing much. / Would you like to play tennis 
with me? / Sure, I’d love to. / But I have to ask my parents. / Ok. / You’ll need a tennis ball and a tennis racquet. / Ok. Thank you 

Materials: LG5 U3 L8 PPT — Slides 2~3 

Interaction: S-S; Ss-Ss 

ACTIVITY STEPS Teacher Talk Student Output 

1. Role play the modified version of the conversation 
— in 2 groups 
Divide the class into 2 groups. 
Show LG5 U3 L8 PPT — Slide 2. 
Instruct G1 to be Sue and G2 will be Sam. Have Ss 
role play the modified version of the conversation 
CLICK (6x) to show each picture prompt. 

 
 
Work in 2 groups. 
G1, you are Sam and G2, you are Sue. 
Role play the conversation. 

 
 
 
 
G1: I’m going to go fishing this weekend. What are you going to do? 
G2: I don’t know. Nothing much. 
G1: Would you like to go fishing with me? 
G2: Sure, I’d love to. But I have to ask my parents. 
G1. You’ll need a fishing pole and bait. 
G2: Ok. Thank you! 

2. Fill in the blanks to personalize the conversation. 
Show LG5 U3 L8 PPT — Slide 3. 
Pair up Ss to talk about their own future activities 
and equipment to modify the conversation. 
 

 
 
Work in pairs to be Mimi and Sam. 
Talk about your own future activities and 
equipment. 
 
You have 1 minute to prepare for a 
presentation. 

 
S1: I’m going to play tennis this weekend. What are you going to do? 
S2: I don’t know. Nothing much. 
S1: Would you like to play tennis with me? 
S2: Sure, I’d love to. But I have to ask my parents. 
S1: Ok. You’ll need a tennis ball and a tennis racquet. 
S2: Ok. Thank you!  
(Various, depends on Ss’ own sentences.) 
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3. Present in class. 
Call several pairs to present their conversation in 
class.  

 
Show us your conversation.  

S1: I’m going to play tennis this weekend. What are you going to do? 
S2: I don’t know. Nothing much. 
S1: Would you like to play tennis with me? 
S2: Sure, I’d love to. But I have to ask my parents. 
S1: Ok. You’ll need a tennis ball and a tennis racquet. 
S2: Ok. Thank you!  
(Various, depends on Ss’ own sentences.) 
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LG5 U3 L8 – Presentation 2: Make 10 Sentences (Making Sentences about Future Plans – from LG5 U3 L5)   9 min  
Objectives: Ss will be able to ask and answer questions and make sentences about future plans.  

Target Lang: They are Sam, Eddy and Sue. / They are watching the weather report. / They are going to go camping. / They will go camping next 
weekend. / They’ll need a flashlight. / They have a fishing pole. / Sue wants to go camping with Sam and Eddy. / Sue will ask her 
parents. 

Materials: LG5 U3 L8 PPT — Slide 4 

Interaction: Ss-Ss 

ACTIVITY STEPS Teacher Talk Student Output 

1. Make 10 sentences — in 4 groups 
Show LG5 U3 L8 PPT — Slide 3. 
Divide the class into 4 groups. 
Instruct each group to make 10 sentences based on the given picture.  
Have each member write the sentences of their group on paper. 

 
You are group 1, 2, 3 and 4. 
Make 10 sentences about the pictures. 
Individually write the sentences of your 
group. 

 

2. Read sentences to the class 
Invite each group to read their sentences to the class. 

 
Group 1, stand up and read your 
sentences together. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Group 2, it’s your turn. 

They are Sam, Eddy and Sue. 
They are watching the weather report. 
They are going to go camping. 
They will go camping next weekend. 
They’ll need a flashlight. 
They’ll need a tent. 
They have a fishing pole. 
They have a tent. 
They have a flashlight. 
 
Sue will need a sleeping bag and a pillow. 
They will need warm clothes. 
Sue wants to go camping with Sam and Eddy. 
Sue will ask her parents. 
They are cats. 
They are hoping for a good weather. 
…(Various sentences depend on Ss’ output.) 
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LG5 U3 L8 – Presentation 3: My Activity Plan (Talking About Activity Plans – from LG5 U3 L6)  12 min  
Objectives: Ss will be able to talk about their own activity plans. 

Target Lang: I will go bike riding this weekend. / I will need a bike and a cap. / I will eat an egg and fish. / I will drink apple juice. 

Materials: LG5 U3 L8 PPT — Slide 5 

Interaction: Ss-Ss; S-Ss 

ACTIVITY STEPS Teacher Talk Student Output 

1. Elicit Q & As to talk about activity plans — whole class 
Show LG5 U3 L8 PPT — Slide 5. 
Write a question mark and a full stop sign on the board. 
Point at the word “ACTIVITIES” and the phrases “this weekend” 
and the question mark to elicit the question. 
Call individual Ss to answer. 
Continue to point at each word (first column of the table). 
Keep doing elicitation in the same way.  

 
 
 
Ask the question. 
AB, answer?  
 
 
AC? 
 

 
 
 
Ss: What will you do this weekend? 
AB: I will go bike riding this weekend. 
 
Ss: What will you need? 
AC: I will need a bike and a cap. 
Ss: What will you eat? 
AD: I will eat an egg and fish.  
Ss: What will you drink? 
AE: I will drink apple juice. 

2. Talk about own activity plans 
Show LG5 U3 L8 PPT — Slide 5. 
Have Ss describe their activity plans for this weekend, next 
weekend, next month, or next year. 
 
Have everyone count the number of correct sentences that each 
Ss makes in 20 seconds. 

 
Describe your own activity plans. 
 
You have 20 seconds. 
Everybody count the number of 
sentences. 

 
S1: I will go hiking this weekend. I will need a bag pack and 
hiking boots. I will eat pizza. I will drink tomato juice. 
 
S2: I will go running next weekend. I will need running shoes and 
a cap. I will eat cake and fruit salad. I will drink water.  
 
S3: I will go swimming next weekend. I will need a fishing pole 
and bait. I will eat a sandwich. I will drink milk.  
 
S4: I will go shopping next month. I will need a shopping bag and 
some money. I will eat ice cream and cake. I will drink mango 
shake.  
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S5: I will go horseback riding next month. I will need cowboy 
boots and a cowboy hat. I will eat cotton candy and hot dogs. I 
will eat soda pop.  
... 
(Sentences depend on Ss output.) 
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LG5 U3 L8 – Unit Test  15-20 min 

Objectives:  Ss will be able to finish a short Unit Test independently, correcting any mistakes after the answers are checked. 

Materials: LG5 U3 L8 Handout 1– Unit Test; LG5 U3 L8 PPT-Slides 6~7 

Interaction: T-Ss  
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LG5 U3 L8 Handout 1—Unit Test 
 

Let’s Go Level 5 Unit 3 Test 
 

A. Unscramble the words. 
1. s c e d u h l e = ____________     
2. s c o h o l = ____________   
3. s c h o o l b a g = ____________ 
4. k k s u n = ____________    
5. s a k t e b o r d a = ____________ 

 
B. Look at the chart and answer the questions.

 
1. What will Sue do on Sunday? 

_____________________________
_____________________________ 

2. Will Tom need a mitt on Tuesday? 
_____________________________
_____________________________ 

3. Will Eddy eat a hamburger on 
Thursday? 
_____________________________
_____________________________ 

4. What will Eddy do on Wednesday? 
_____________________________
_____________________________ 

5. What will Tom drink on Friday? 
_____________________________
_____________________________ 

 

6. Will Sue need binoculars on Thursday? 
_____________________________
_____________________________ 

7. Will Tom go fishing on Monday? 
_____________________________
_____________________________ 

8. What will Eddy need on Saturday? 
_____________________________
_____________________________ 

9. Will Sue need a vacuum cleaner on 
Monday? 
_____________________________
_____________________________ 

10. What will Tom do on Saturday? 
_____________________________
_____________________________

 

 Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday 

Sue 
  

   

 

 

Eddy 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Tom 
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